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Abstract

This study exomined Air Force Civil Engineerinr. Prime

BEEF member's perceptions of the adequacy of their

contingency training. Both NCO and officer members cF Prime

BEEF teams stationed throughout the world were surveyed to

determine overall perceptions of training adequacy. The

study sought opinions on: the adequacy of the training to

support wartime and contingency taskings; whether or not

current training programs are perceived to be established in

the proper priority; the adequacy of the current amount of

hands-on training; and the belief that Field 4 training at

Eglin AFB provides adequate opportunities to practice the

Prime BEEF mission. The majoritW of the responses were also

broken down into subgroups of officers and NCO and these

results compared.

The results indicate the mojority of Prime BEEF memberr

are undecided, but tend to agree, that current contingency

training is adequate. In particular, members feel current

chemical warfare, Prime BEEF orientation, rapid runway

repair, and weapons training are adequate, but are uncertcin

"about the other training areas. Members believe the

majority of the training areas receive the proper priority,

with the exception of Prime BEEF orientation, which seems to

receive a higher priority than they believe it should.

Members ore unsure if they receive adequate hands-on

xiii

'I-."



training, but at least 75% believe they have adequate

equipment in all areas except explosive ordnance

reconnaissance, expedient methods, and rapid runway repair.

Over 75% believe they have adequate physical training space

to practice all the various training tasks. Members

indicated strong support ftor the current Field 4 training

program and believe it is approximately the correct length.

The officer/NCO comparison showed officers are more

skeptical of the adequacy of the training in nearly every

area considered.
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ANALYSIS OF THE PERCEIVED ADEDOACY OF

AIR FORCE CIVIL ENGINEERING PRIME BEEF TRAINING

I. Introduction

S/

Overview

This section will look at the general issue of Air

Forc3 Civil Engineering, highlighting questions which hove

risen on the quality of the training conducted to teach

civil engineering personnel their wartime skills. The

specific problem to be examined by this research effort is

then presented, followed by the resparch objectives and a

statement of the scope of the study.

Air Force Civil Engineering

"The key to projection of power by the Air Force is its

aircraft. One of the requirements for putting these aircraft

into the air is a base from which to operate. The runways,

taxiways, end facilities of a modern air base are provided

by Air Force civil engineers. The importance of civil

engineering to the Air Force mission cannot be

overemphasized.

The Air Force . . . operates from stationary
fighting platforms, which must be capable of
launching and recovering aerospace forces.
"Therefore, we in Air Force civil engineering are
part of the weapons system, and are essential to
"the fighting capability of that system- Ct:B].

°..
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Air Force Civil Engineering has evolved considerably

since the days of the Armu Air Corps. Civil enginbars hove

an ongoing requirement to maintain bases and facilities

throughout the world, many of which are located in extremely

harsh environments. In addition, modezn, sophisticatedI
weapons require much more than a wide, grassy field and some

fuel to support their operation. The need to defend United

States interests requires a quickly reacting, mobile force

to support the aircraft an the ground. As the mission of

the Air Force has evolved and expanded, so too has the

mission of Air Force civil engineers. Without first having
I

a safe place to tc':e off and land, the aircraft are useless.

Providing these installations is the heart of the civil

' engineering mission. Writing on the image projected by Air

Force Civil Engineers, Major Paul Hains cites the civil

engineering mission as it is stated in the Air Force

Engineering and Services Strategic Plan. That mission is to

provide the necessary assets and skilled personnel
to prepare and sustain global installations as
stationary platforms for the projection of

. aerospace power in peace and war [19:83.

* This "statement defines the basic responsibility of Air

Force civil engineering, emphasizing the primary requirement

"of war readiness, the associated training, and total base

Smaintenance" (19:9). At the heart of this mission is the

civil engineering Prime BEEF team.

Prime BEEF is the readiness arm of Air Force civil

. engineering. In thi3 context, "the acranym BEEF stands for

S'
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'Bose Engineer Emergency Force' and the word 'Prime' denotes

elite military personnel performing their wartime roles"

(10:4). Originally conceived in the 1960's, Prime BEEF

developed as the Air Force realized "the need for mobile

civil engineering forces trained and equipped for mobility

roles" (10:4). Prime BEEF has evolved over time,

recognizing the increased Soviet threat with its anticipated

"blitzkrieg" type of attack. This type of battle will
S

require the capability to generate high aircraft sortie

rates and continually repair runways and taxiways (10:4).

In addition, the continued unrest in the Middle East,

coupled with the vast petroleum reserves located there, has

made that area one of vital US interest. Since the United

States has no airbases in that area, the need to be able to

quickly establish an airfield in that region's harsh desert

environment creates a highly challenging situation for Air

£ Force civil engineers.

With the clear need for quick response to a wide

variety of situations, the Prime BEEF program was revamped

"in 1978. Thi3 reshaping occurred becauseI

the conventional war of the future will be time as
well as weapons and manpower intensive. The
ability to move rapidly, set up, and wage war is
more decisive now than at any other time. Modern
technology allows faster reaction; hence, time has
become more crucial. Therefore, the entire Prime
BEEF force was repostured into six types of mobile
contingency force teams. These teams vary in
size, speciality composition, and mission C10:43.

Prime BEEF was again restructured in 1S98, in order to

better meet "expanded rapid runway repair (RRR) manning

:3
I



requirements; Southwest Asia (SWA) bare base operations; and

AFSC-speciFic wartime requirements in other theaters"I

With each restructuring, training For wartime tasking

has shifted or increased. Keeping up with the required

training is essential to properlW meet contingencies,

especially with the minimum notification time anticipated.

Major S. Brian rcCluskeW, a Former Chief uF the Training

Division For the Air Force Engineering and Services Center

(AFESC), stated during a 1SBe telephone interview with an

AFIT researcher

Our First priority Ecivil engineering] deFinitelw
is readiness, not our daW-to-day Job. However, in
practice the peacetime mission is overshadowing
the wartime requirements. To be effective the
training program should be comprehensive and
detailed. BCE's must be involved and committed
for good training. More hands-on training is
needed and an evaluation process should be
implemented E28:43.

TodaW, soma questions exist concerning the emphasis

which Prime BEEF training receives. Two research reports in

the post five years have raised doubts regarding the

adequacy oF Prime BEEF training (21,28). Additionally, a

1982 Air Force IG report on Civil Engineering readiness

cited numerous "deFiciencies which could detract from the

abilitW oF Civil Engineering forces to adequately accomplish

peacetime and wartime contingencW missions" (11:2).



Specific Pr-oblem Statement

Because of the importance of Prime BEEF training, and

in view of significant evidence that the training may not

Wet be fully adequate, Air Force planners need an indication

of how adequate the training is and where any deficiencies

exist. Obviouslw, one conclusive measure would be to test

everW Prime BEEF team member's abilitw to perform under

realistically simulated conditions. However, time and

budgetary constraints make this type of testing impossible.

Although performance under simulated wartime conditions is

examined on a limited scale at Field 4, Eglin AFB, and

during contingencies and exercise deployments, it reaches

only a small se-nent of the total Prime BEEF force.

Additionally, analysis of this performance provides only one

measure of the quality of the training which Prime BEEF

members receive, and should be augmented with other

indicators to determine the adequacy of the Prime BEEF

training program.

Another indicator of force readiness is the perceptions

of Prime BEEF team members themselves about the odequacw of

their training. Although perceptions are one step removed

From demonstrated fact, they can provide important insights

into adequacy in two woWs. First, perceptions are one

determinant of attitude. Air Force Manual SO-2,

"Instructional SWstem Development," divides learning into

two categories, "knowledges" and "attitudes". Attitudes are

"mental states or conditions which affect motivation and

S



behavior" (S:7-1,note 1). Recognizing that both knowledge

and attitude can affect performance, Air Force educators

give careful attention to both knowledge and attitude when

they prepare, conduct, and evaluate training. Research

studies also indicate that attitude affects motivation and

performance (2q,3,1B.,5).

The second and more important use of perceptions is the

Feedback they give educators about training. Numerous

studies have demonstrated that "favorable reactions to a

training program generally will enhance the learning

opportunities in the program" (3:143). According to Captain

Neil K. Xanno, instructor in Civil Engineering at the Air

Force School of Civil Engineering, the perceptions trainees

have of how well an instructional course prepares them to

perform their Job is an important input to the educators who

develop and conduct the training program (20).

An AFIT study performed five years ago examined the

opinions of senior base level civil engineering leaders

regarding Prime BEEF training (21), but did not survey those

actually receiving the training. In the time since that

study, Prime BEEF training has undergone considerable

change. The study undertaken here provides a current

evaluation of the attitudes and perceptions which Prime BEEF

team members have regarding the adequacy of their training

in hopes of improving the knowledge which Air Force

educators have to design appropriate training programs.

6



Research Objectives

The primary objective of this study is to determine

whether the current Civil Engineering Prime BEEF training

program is perceived as adequate by the officers and NCO's

involved with the training. This primary objective is

supported by six secondarW objectives:

1. Determine if current Prime BEEF training is

perceived as adequate to support the anticipated wartime and

contingency tasking.

2. Determine if the majoritU of Prime BEEF team

members believe current Prime BEEF training requirements are

established in the proper priority to agree with anticipated

wartime taskings.

3. Determine if the individual Prime BEEF team members

believe they receive adequate hands-on training to prepore

them for their anticipated wartime tasking.

4. Determine iF Prime BEEF team members believe the

training conducted by the AFESC at Eglin AFB provides

adequate opportunities For practicing the Prime BEEF

mission.

S. Establish what specific amendments Prime BEEF team

members believe should be made in the Prime BEEF training

program to better prepare them for their mission.

6. Determine iF the officers and NCO's involved in

the training program have differing perceptions regarding

the program adequacy.

7



Scope of Study

This study makes no attempt to validate any of the

previous studies done on Prime BEEF training. This report

will not try to establish the adequacui of Prime BEEF

training; it will report the perceptions of adequacy of

thoss who conduct and receive the training.



II. Background on Prime BEEF

Overview

This section will examine the background of Prime BEEF,

describing its mission and structure and then looking at

each of the areas in which Prime BEEF members receive

training. The critical role of attitudes toward training is

discussed, followed by some highlights on why training is

important to the military civil engineer. Finally, a review

of four reports that recommend improvements in Prime BEEF

training will be presented.

Mission

According to Air Force Pamphlet (AFP) 93-7, The Prime

BEEF Moanner's Handbook,

The Air Force must be able to launch its aircraft
during wartime. Aircraft launch, recovery and high
sortie generation rates demand specific mission
tasks From Air Force engineers. These include the
following:

a. Air Base Recovery
b. Force beddown
c. Operations and Maintenance
d. Crash Rescue
e. Construction Management ClO:43.

In Air Force Regulation (AFR) 93-3, Air Force Civil

Engineering Prime Base Engineer Emergency Force (BEEF)

Program, the purpose of the Prime BEEF program is

described:

The Prime BEEF . . . program is an Air Force,
"major command, and base level program that
organizes the civil engineering force for
worldwide direct and indirect combat support

9



roles. It identifies and posturE both civilian
2nd military authorizations and skiils for the
dual role of performing peacetime real property
maintenance and wartime engineering requirements.
The Prime BEEF program includes all military civil
engineering personnel at all levels of command
C7:SJ.

Being ready to perform thesa tasks anywhere in the

world on short notice is what sets Prime BEEF members apart

from their civilian civil engineering counterparts. The

former Director of Air Force Engineering and Services, Major

General William 0. Gilburt, stated in 1979 that

Military forces exist and can be justified
only to the extent that they are required to
respond to contingency operations in support of
the national interest. As important as our other

yog-to-day jobs might be, they ore secondary to
preparedness for the conduct of military warfare.
When the choice must be made between spending time
and/or money on being ready to deploy versus
keeping the home fires burning, the priorities
should be clear. . . . Our military personnel must
be totally aware of the fact that their peacetime
job exists only because we need them on-board and
ready at all times to do something else ....
Our first priority mission Cis to] support the
"combat forces El7:iJ.

Structure

Prime BEEF was aligned in 1978 into Contingency Force

(CF) teams. These teams were organized as task related

groups to be deployed as a unit for their specific Prime

BEEF speciality. This structure proved to be too rigid,

however, since "the CF-team capabilities frequently did not

match mission requirements or deploymen't constraints"

"(4*:35). The teams usually had to be substantially modified,

or a special team had to be developed to meet the mission

10



requirements (,:35).

In 19B4, all Prime BEEF units were restructured to

provide greater rlexibility in response to contingency

operations. Now designated PS-1 through PB-2E, the teams

ore organized and manned as follows (4:36-37; 7:4B,127):

Number of
Team Personnel Title

PB-1 13 Bose Engineer Management Team

PB-2 45 Basic Support Team

PB-3 25 Limited Support Team

PB-4 12 RRR Equipment Operator Team

PB-5 Reserved for possible future team.

PB-6 3 Fire Protection Management Team

PB-7 12 Fire Protection Operations Team

PB-8 3 Limited Fire Protection
Operations Team

PB-9 through
PB-26 3 Speciality Teams

(Further team descriptions are available in Appendix A.)

This new structure has three distinct advantages over

the previous Prime BEEF structure (4:37):

1. Provides for the best match of Prime
BEEF forces against projected wartime requirements
at specific sites.

2. Is adaptable to the various RRR
concepts.

3. Allows many more wartime-critical
engineering personnel to be assigned to mobility
teams, and all with an exact match in their
speciality area.
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The training for the various teams depends upon their

designation. The majority of Prime BEEF members receive

training in all areas. As exceptions, teams involved in

fire protection operations (P2-6,7,8) do not receive

"instruction in Expedient Methods and Rapid Runway Repair,

nor do they participate in field training (7:67). The next

section looks at the various training areas arid explains

what techniques a Prime BEEF team member practices when

preparing for his wartime role.

Training

The philosophy behind Prime BEEF training is contained

in the Following statement From the 1378-L.970 Prime BEEF

Curriculum published by the Air Force Engineering and

Services Center, Engineering Technology OFfice:

Training Philosophy
Prime BEEF training should be an active and

invigorating program designed to stimulate a high
state of readiness within Civil Engineering. The
very nature and purpose of Prime BEEF dictates
that maximum efforts be expended to conduct this
training under Ea3 stressful environment.
Acceptance of this goal is the best way to develop
individual initiative and responsibility, to
creLate within each student the understanding that
he/she must work as an integral member of a
well-trained team who is responsive to his/her own
safety as well as the snfety of othere, and to
ascertain the necessary cant'idence and skills
needed to perform under comtnt conditions [1:13.

Training for Prime BEEF members occurs in three main

areas (7:7-8,23; 26:15):

1. Training obtained through the performance
of peacetime civil engineering work.

2. Specialized HO AFESC training, including

12
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similar type instruction conducted at PACAF,
USAFE, and AAC training sites.

3. Home Station Training.

Peacetime CE Work. The day-to-day maintenance of the

facilities on a modern base afford some opportunities to

practice skills also required in wartime. However, many of

the wartime tasks required of Prime BEEF members are not

practiced during peacetime. "The civil engineering wartime

requirement calls for a much different mix of civil

engineering skills than exists for peacetime" (7:6).

"Wartime engineering roles . . . include war damage repair,

S Force beddown, operations and maintenance, construction

management, and crash rescue and-fire suppression" (7:8).

Additionally, even wartime tasks which can be practiced

during the day-to-day peacetime jobs become a whole new

c.challenge when they are undertaken in a hostile environment

by engineers wearing chemical warfare (CW) gear.

HO AFESC Training. The majority of CONUS based civil

engineering members must undergo periodic specialized

training conducted by the AFESC at Field 4 in Eglin AFB FL

(7:23). "The desired frequency is once every 24 months

depending on the availability of training sites" (7:23).

The training period extends for five days and gives the

teams hands-on training in

"repairing large and small pavement craters, EUR
EExplosive Ordnance Reconnaissance) and CW defense
techniques, expedient facility and utility repair
techniques, overseas utility systems, and
installation and operation of Harvest Eagle
equipmont C7:233.
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In addition, selected Prime BEEF members tasked "to

support locations receiving Harvest BARE shelters and

equipment . receive special training periodically from

the 4449 MOBSS" at Holloman AFB NM (2S:6). (Harvest Bare

and Harvest Eagle are air transportable support packages.

Their contents are explained in Appendix A.)

Home Station Training. As the name suggests, this

training is conducted at the member's home station. The

training is divided into two categories, with five

specialties in each category. Category I training is

conducted using briefings, slide presentations, and movies,

while Catugorg II training is more task oriented (7:21-22).

A description of the specialties within each category

follows. The following are Category I topics.

Prime BEEF Orientation. All military and

civilian civil engineering personnel receive annual

briefings on the Prime BEEF program, emphasizing how each

individual Fits into the program (7:21).

Military Sanitation Training. Annual training

in military sanitation is conducted by base medical

personnel in accordance with AFM 161-10 and AFR 50-20. The

training includes "personal hygiene, control of communicable

diseases, kitchen and mess sanitation, problems of extreme

climate, march hygiene, self aid and buddy care, . . . and

other related topics" (7:21-22).
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Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance (EOR). Since

unexploded ordnance is likely around a runway which has been

attacked, Prime BEEF personnel must be able to recognize and

"describe unexploded ordnance to report it to the explosive

ordnance disposal team (7:22). Training in this specialty is

conducted annually (7:22).

Expedient Methods. This specialty involves

training in three areas: beddown, field construction, and

repairs/destruction methods. The training emphasis in all

the areas is on beddown of forces and making the base

operational as expeditiously and safely as possible (7:22).

Phase I of Personal, Work Party, and Convoy

Security. "The briefing Cwhich composes this training]

consists of personal and physical security techniques used

while performing Prime BEEF tasks" (7:22).

Category II training, which is more task oriented than

Category I training, includes the following tcpics.

Government Uehicle Operations Training. Every

"effort is made to obtain training on actual vehicles which

will be used in the contingency situation. 1F the home

station does not have the vehicles, attempts are made to

"borrow the vehicles from local Army or Air National Guard

"bases (7:22).

Chemical Warfare (CW) Training. This

individualized training teaches

recognition of symptoms of chemical agents;
ability to don, wear, and remove personal
protective equipment; normal duty performance in

15
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*- CW protective equipment and clothing; limitations
of protective gear; and decontamination procedures
familiarization [7:223.

Weapons Training. Annual qualification in the

I.M-l rifle or .38 caliber revolver is required (7:22).

Rapid Runway Repair (RRR). "RRR training must

be conducted . . . on a quarterly basis, be as realistic as

possible, and include at least one simulated bomb crater"

(6:*-2). During wartime, this mission is the highest

priority of the Base Civil Engineer (8:4-1). Yet, this

training is tLhe most difficult to realistically practice

since trainers cannot blow a hole in the runway for each

practice session (20).

Field Training. An annual overnight bivouac is

required, allowing the practice of contingency skills. In-

cluded here are "camp layout, erection of available Harvest

Eagle assets, military sanitation training" (7:23). Phase II

training of personal, work party, and convoy security is

also conducted, "which consists of exercises to reinforce

lessons taught in Phase I. Personnel practice selecting

* defensive positions in different situations, convoy
/

security, work party securitW, and personal security" (7:23).

Attitudes Toward Training

The attitudes Prime BEEF team members have toward their

required training can have a significant impact on how well

"that training is received, and consequently the impact that

training has on mission performance. Landy and Trumbo state
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* in their book, Psychology oW Work Behavior,

EEffective training requires effective learning,
retention, and transfer on the part of the
trainee. This, in turn, depends upon the
trainee's goals and hcw the training prcgron is

". perceived with respect to these goals, p3rhaps
even to a greater degree than on learning
"abilities E24:2S2].

Primary among Prime BEEF member's goals should be effective

* performance of the base mission to ensure the safety and

"survival of themselves and the country. If they believe the

training they receive is not effective in helping them meet

these goals, the value of that training is questionable.

As previously stated in Chapter I, studies show that

"favorable reactions to a training program generally will

enhance the learning opportunities in the program" (3:l143)

Evidence to support this belief currently exists in

government training programs. The Bureau of Engraving and

Printing registered significant productivity gains between

"1957 and 1973. A case study examining thesa gains cited the
I

Bureau's training programs as one of the significant

contributing factors. Employee attitudes toward the program

were quite positive. "The strength of comprehensive
S

training efforts is testified to by the fact that Bureau

employees expressed in a recent attitudes survey an

overwhelming belief that they are well trained for their

Jobs" ( 18: 136).

The Training and Development Handbook, sponsored by

the American Society For Training and Development, ties

"motivation and attitude together when discussing

17
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* instructional systems or courses

Enough research evidence exists to support the
contention that attitudes and/or feelings towardp. the learning environment are as important as any
"content considerations [5;12-33.

"The author Further states:

The primary focus of ain instructional) system,
then, is the learner, the trainee. . . . While the
"system provides content consistency and relevance,
the attitudes surrounding that system--on the part
of the trainer, the trainee, and management--are
paramount to achieving the desired outcomes
ES:12-l03.

Ualue of Training

The importance of training is recognized by the highest

echelons of Air Force Civil Engineering. In a recent

. interview appearing in Air Force Engineering and Services

. OuarterlW, Brigadier General Joseph Ahearn, the Deputy

j Chief of Staff, Engineering and Services, USAFE, stated:

The only reason that we have uniformed
military in civil engineering and services is to
fulfill the wartime mission and that's what Prime
BEEF . . . training is all about - developing

j military skills [2S:263.

Major General Clifton 0. Wright, the current Director

of Air Force Engineering and Services, has also emphasized

the importance cf training.

We must train our people to be ready for the
wartime mission. We hove to take time out to
practice the fundamentals of doing our job in
wartime, and we must learn and become familiar

* with the equipment we use in wartime. Managers
must know that part of their job is training.
Whether we realize it or not we ore training young
people for wartime every day. When we deploy,
often times we're on our own. Our entire mode of
"operations, our philosophy and our thinking must

* be able to handle the transition from peace to war
"E30:6-7].
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Previous Prime BEEF Studies

1580 AFIT Thesis. A 1980 study by Captains C. 0.

Kohlhass and R. L. Williams examined Prime BEEF training

being conducted at that time. Their thesis, titled An

Investigation of the Adequacy of the Training Program for

Civil Engineering Prime BEEF Contingency Force Teams,

surveyed knW civil engineering officer personnel to

determine if they felt that Prime BEEF training was properly

preparing their ýrime BEEF teams for their anticipated

wartime tasking (21). These researchers concluded that

"current training requirements as they are presently

established in AFR 93-3 for these PB CF teams do not

result in adequate or realistic training" (21:8S). Kchlhass

and Williams found that while a Prime BEEF team training

program is necessary, "base level PB exercises are not

realistic" (21:91).

This 1980 study also found an apparent problem in the

training emphasis. Their survey respondents rank ordered

the eight training areas in relative importance to the Prime

BEEF mission, as shown below.

Training Area Rank

Rapid Runway Repair 1

Chemical Warfare Defense Training 2

Field Training 3

Expedient Methods 4

Weapons Training S

Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance Training 6
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Military Sanitation Training 7

Training in Government Uehicle Operation B [21:923

According to the analysis performed by the researchers,

the "Contingency Force teams were less qualified in the top

fot.r ranked training areas than in the bottom four"

(21:92-93). The two highest ranked, rapid runway repair and

chemical warfare, are difficult and expensive to practice,

a fact that may indicate whg the team members felt less

qualified in these areas.

Kohlhass and Williams found that- Prime BEEF training

did not receive the highest priority of CONUS Base Civil

Engineer organizations (21:SS). "Out of five civil

engineering manhours requirements, Prime BEEF training was

ranked last by the CONUS BCEs and OBCs" (21:95). (BCE

stands for Base Civil Engineer, while OBC stands for

Operations Branch Chief. Their positions ure further

described in Appendix A.)

Since the study by Kohlhass and Williams, the formal

Prime BEEF training conducted at Eglin AFB by the AFESC has

been initiated. Also, Prime BEEF teams were restructured to

increase their flexibilitW. Finally, greater emphasis is

being placed on training for Southwest Asia contingencies.

Functional Management Inspection. As described in a

1984 AFIT thesis, an Air Force IG Functional Management

Inspection of Civil Engineering Contingency Readiness

conducted in 1981-1982 "revealed major training shortfalls"

(2B:35). The inspection revealed that
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the Prime BEEF Home Station training program was
not fully preparing Prime BEEF units for their
wartime role due to vorwing quality and lack of
realism [11:163.

The report mode numerous recommendations to improve the

Prime BEEF program (11:8-29).

Prime BEEF Training Curriculum Workshop. A workshop

on Prime BEEF training was held at the AFESC from 13 to 23

September 1583, to "iduntify the Prime BEEF training

requirements and recommend training standards for the period

198•-W8" (2:1). Participants included both officers and

senior NCOs from the civil engineering career field. These

individuals had several findings, including the following

(2: 1*):

1. Home Station program locks motivation.

2. Eglin AFB Field 4 curriculum not
organized to provide most effective
training to specialized teams.

The workshop report recommend training proficiency

levels and an evaluation program be established at the home

station level to put more incentive into the program (2:14).

They also recommended that the training conducted at Eglin

be restructured to provide more specialized team training,

and that the training there should be limited to only those

teams with theater tasking (2:14).

1S84 AFIT Thesis. Captain E. 0. Smith's 1984 AFIT

thesis is titled An Examination of the Air Force Civil

En ineer's Prime BEEF Home Station Training Program. In his

thesis, Capt Smith sought to determine the quantitW of home
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home station training civil engineering personnel receive

annually (28:L). He compared the reported times among the

various major commands, both CONUS and overseas bases.

Captain Smith discovered training times varied

significantly from base to base (28:1L7). Annual training

times varied From 393 hours to just over 13 hours, with an

averaga annual training time of 50.53 hours per team member

(28:147-18). Captain Smith also noted that "Air Force

regulations require the use of the Instructional System

Davelopment (ISO) for all training development and

modification" (28:152). He reported that this system was not

used when home station training requirements were first

developed, but ISO techniques are now being applied as a

result of the Prime BEEF curriculum workshop held in 1983

(28:152). Though he did not attempt to say whether or not

the reported training tim~s adequately trained Air Force

civil engineering personnel, Captain Smith questioned

whether on not many of the bases with lower times could

accomplish the required training (28:16B).

Captain Smith recommended proficiency and evaluation

standards be established for all home station training

requirements, and that the high priority of the readiness

mission be reemphasized with actions as well as words

(28:152-153). He also recommended a study to determine if

the average training time of 50.53 hours per year

adequately prepares CF-l, CF-2, or CF-3 team members to

accomplish their wartime tasks (28:1S3).
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Analusis

Each of these studies raised questions about the

adequacy of Prime BEEF training. Training times appear to

vary widely between the various bases, and though emphasized

quite strongly at the Air Staff level, Prime BEEF trainiig

appears to receive a lower prioritW at the base level. It

appears that the emphasis placed on training at the higher

echelons does not filter down to the level where training is

actually performed. The lack of application of standard Air

Force instructional development techniques would seem to

have hampered the program, especially since there appears to

be no continuity in the training program.

Each of these studies deals closely with the specific

problem this research effort will address. By examining the

perceived adequacy oF the current Prime BEEF training

program as viewed by those who receive the training, the

author hopes to provide additional information to the

educators who design and supervise the training process to

help them prepare better programs.
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Ill. Methodology

Overview

"This chapter will describe the methodology used to

answer the research questions presented in the previous

chapter. Specifically, this chapter describes the population

which is to be surveyed, and provides justification for the

survey approach to gathering thn research data. Development

* of the actual survey instrument is also discussed. Finally,

this chapter describes the data collection plan, explaining

which statistical tests were used on the data, and how the

renults of the tests •rc analyzed to satisfy the research

* objectives.

*2 Population

This study sought the opinions of the officers and

SNCO's in base level civil 3ngineer."-.- organizations who

administer and receive Prime BEEF training. Specifically,

the study surveyed individuals throughout the career Field

in the grades of 01 through 05 und the grades of ES through

ES. By surveying individuals without regard to job title,

a broad view of the training program would result.

The opinions of base senior and mid-level civil

engineering NCO's is particularly desirable for this study.

These individuals are the people who conduct and receive the

majority of the training. Their opinions should give a

.grassroots" look at how well Prime BEEF training is
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perceived as meeting the intentions of the program. The

survey specificallU excluded first and second term airman

since their opinions coul.' be unduly influenced by having

Prime BEEF experience at only one or possibly two bases. It

was hoped that bW surveying mid-level and senior NCO's, a

more experienced and broader view would result.

Surveys were sent on a random basis to individuals

throughout the Air Force. Those individuals who serve on

Prime BEEF teams 6, 7, and 8 were excluded from the survey,

since all Prime BEEF team members except those on PB-6, 7,

and 8 are required to train in all the Prime BEEF training

areas. Because a complete return of all surveys was not

anticipated, the study is based upon a sample of the

population rather than a census. A representative cross

section of the population was expected to respond,

permitting generalization to the population as a whole.

7hu surveys were distributed on a random basis to

individua~s who possessed an Air Force civil engineering Air

Force Spe.-u.'litU Code (AFSC),, without regard to the person's

position - Job title. Telephone interviews with the Civil

Engineering career field managers at AFMPC provided

information on the total number of individuals in the

various civil engineering AFSC's (22,27). With over 5300

individuals in the survey population, it was Impractical to

try and survey the entire population. A representative

sample of almost 1SO0 individuals were contacted. Surveys

were distributed through the mail to randomly selected
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officers and NCO's with the following AFSC's:

Rank and Number in Number sent
AFSC Speciality Area Population Surveys

5516 Field Grade CE Officer 539 42

SS2X CompanW Grade CE Officer 1654 392

5L20C E-9, Electrical 33 25

54299 E-8 Electrical 65 26

5427X E-7, 6, and S, Electrical 696 284

5'500 E-9, Mechanical 22 17

S5'599 E-8, Mechanical 45 24

5t57X E-7, 6, and 5, Mechanical 648 188

55100 E-9, Pavements and
Construction Equip. 27 21

55199 E-B, Pavements and
Construction Equip. 42 24

5517X E-7, 6, and 5, Pavements

and Construction Equip. 552 IS1

.S5200 E-9, Structural 32 21

55299 E-8, Structural 61 21

55273 E-7, 6, and S, Structural 415 117

56600 E-9, Sanitation 12 11

"56699 E-B, Sanitation 21 15

5667X E-7, 6, and S, Sanitation 251 89

Totals: 5315 1473

It was anticipated that some individuals would be

unable to respond to the survey since the questionncie

sought responses concerning the individual's current

assignment. Some of the indiviCuals contacted are in
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headquarters assignments or other positions where thew do

not actively participate in Prime BEEF training/exercises.

A large number of surveys were distributed to insure that an

adequate number of current Prime BEEF members would be

contacted.

. The data was limited to collection from cctive duty Air

Force units on the assumption that these units are more

current in their Prime BEEF training and receive a greater

emphasis in that training than non-active duty units. Air

Force Reserve and r.ir National Guard units were not

"surveyed.

"Justification

Use of a survey was the most appropriate method of

gathering data for this studW for a number of reasons:

1. The population to be surveyed is spread over a

geographically large area, making personal interviews

impossible because of time and money constraints imposed

upon the study.

"2. The large number of personnel contacted also made a

personal interview impractical.

3. Use of a survey assures anonymity of the

respondents, which should encourage their honesty when

responding.

"". A survey permits the gathering of considerable data

without rrquiring too much time From the respondents. This

should encourage their willingness to respond.

"27
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Instrument

"A single survey format was used For the entire sample

contacted. Since the questions sought responses about the

Prime BEEF training areas in which all team members must

participate, separate questions for the various

AFSC-specific tasks were not deemed necessary.

The survey questions were developed according to the

Following guidlines and procedures (14:213-256; 23:1-11,

59-6i,131-161).

1. The survey length was kept as short as possible

to encourage ease of completion and a high rate of return.

2. Questions were worded as clearly as possible to

try to prevent ambiguity and misinterpretation when

completing the form.

3. The respondents marked their answers on the

survey form and not on a coded answer sheet. It was hoped

this would encourage survey completion.

""•. Anonymity was assured to encoutaoe truthful

"responses.

Some survey questions were adapted From the previously

discussed 1960 AFIT thesis in hopes of adding validity to

the survey instrument. In addition, the survey was

pretested in February 1985 on members of the 1985 AFIT GEM

class who had previous Prime BEEF experience. The survey

"was also pretested on six senior NCO's assigned to the 2750

Civil Engineering Squadron at Wright-Patterson AFB. The
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comments and feedback received from these two test groups

helped to further refine the final questionnaire.

Data Collection Plan

Two primary sources of information were used for this

research effort, the literature review and the surveys on

Prime BEEF training. The literature review provided the

, background on the development of the Prime BEEF program. It

described, in detail, the recent evolutionary changes which

have been taking place in the Prime BEEF program, and also

reviewed several recent studies on the effectiveness of the

* ~Prime BEEF training program. The Prime BEEF trailning

attitudinal surveys provide the descriptive and anal-ytical

data.

The primary data was gathered through the attitudinal

surveys. This data was of two types, quantitative and

qualitative. The quantitative questions collected

demographic information about the individuals ;urveyed,

including:

1. Military ronk

2. Primary speciality area

"3. Location of assignment (Conus or non-Conus)

". r Major Command

S. Time on station

S. Prime BEEF team to which assigned

7. Size of Civil Engineering unit.

The qualitative questions were used to determine the
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individual opinions of the respondents regarding the Prime

BEEF training they receive. The questionnaire used in the

survey is located in Appendix B.

Descriptive statistics require the sample size to be at

"least ten percent of thu total population size (6). Using

the Atlas Data Base and the search capabilities of the AFIT

Consolidated Base Personnel Office, a random 3earch designed

to provide at least one quarter (25%) of the total

population from each AFSC was conducted. The previously

discussed numbers reflect the number of usable names which

,- were generated. A review of the Job titles provided with

the officers listing indicated many of the individuals were

not in base level civil engineering organizations. This was

. - especially true of the field grade officers, and resulted in

a lower than desired number of individuals to contact.

.-Ovrall, however, 1473 surveys were mailed out, reflecting

27.71 percent of the total population. The knowledge and

experience of these individuals in dealing with the Prime
(.

BEEF program and the training it requires should make them

the best Judges of how adequately the training is meeting
S

the program needs. It is assumed that the respondents gave

their true and honest opinions an the questions asked.

*. Data Classification

The information collected contained nominal, ordinal,

and interval levels of data, depending upon the type of

- question. The majority of the demographic questions

30
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required only nominol responses. These included the

speciolity area, assignment location, major command, and

Prime BEEF teem. Ordinal date was collected on the

questions regarding military rank, time on station, and size

of civil engineering unit. Also considered ordinal level

date is the rank order assignment given to the different

Prime BEEF troining areas by the respondents. Responses to

the opinion questions were considered interval dote, since

they were based on the five-point Likert Scale (14:12S).

There are differing ideas about whetiter on not data based on

a Likert Scale is, in fact, interval data. Mr. P. L.

Gardner, writing in the Review of Educational Research,

supports the use of Likert Scales as interval data in his

article entitled "Scales and Statistics". Mr. Gardner

states:

If a test is constructed by psychophWsical
scaling methods Ethe Likert Scale3, . . . then, it
is argued the measure possesses interval scale
C16:453.

For this research effort, the data gathered with the Likert

Scale is assumed to be interval ar.i is treated as such.

Data Analysis

Four types of measurement questions were used to answer

the research questions posed in Chapter I. These included

Likert Scale questions, rank-ordering questions, simple

yes-no questions, end open-ended questions. Each type of

question required a different method of analysis to

interpret the results. A brieF discussion of each method

31
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folIows.

Likert Scale Questions. Each of the questions

answered using the.Likert Scale was annlgzed using the

"Frequencies" sub-program oE the computerized Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences, (SPSS) (26). Use of this

program provided simple measures of central value, or

approximations oF the center of the distribution of the

responses. A discussion of the three most commonlW used

measures of central tendency follows.

Mean. The most common measure of central

tendency is arithmetic mean, which is defined as "the sum of

all the observations divided by the number of observations"

(13:22). Mothematically, the formula is expressed as

follows:

n
1xX
j=1

n

where:

X - the mean of the responses

X. - the value of each response1

n - the total number of responses

The mean is on easilW understood value which gives the

averoge response of all the data inputs for that question.

However, the mean can be stronglw influenced bw a few

outlier values which do not represent a significant number

of respondents. For this reason, other measures of central

tendencW must also be considered.
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Medion. The medion is simply "the numerical

value of the middle case or the cose lying exoctlU on the

50th percentile, once oll the cases hove been rank ordered

from highest to lowest" (26:183).

Mode. The mode is simply "the value of the

vorioble which occurs most often" (26:182).

Standard Deviation. While not a measure of

central tendency, knowledge of the standard deviation of the

data distribution is important for a thorough understanding

of the results. The standard deviation is simply the square

root of the variance. The variance is "a measure of the

dispersicn of the data about the mean of an interval-level

variable. This statistic is one way of measuring how

closely the individual scores on the variable cluster around

the mean" (25:184). The standard deviation has a more

intuitive appeal since its units are the some as those of

the variable. The mathematical formula for the standard

deviation is:

n 1/2

n-l

where:

d - the standard deviation.

Kurtosis. This value indicates how peaked or

flat the curve is when compared to a standard normal curve.

A nocmal curve will have zero kurtosis. A negative kurtosis

indicates a flatter than normal curve, while a positive
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kurtosis indicates a more peaked curve (26:185).

Skewness. Skewness indicates deviations from

the symmetry of a normal curve. Zero skewness indicates a

normal curve. A positive skewness indicates the values are

grouped more to the left of the mean, while a negative

skewness means the values are grouped More to the right of

the mean (25:184-18S).

The following criteria were used to analyze the Likert

Scale measurement questions (15:49S-5):

A. If the mean response fell within 1.0 and less

than 1.S, then the conclusion drawn was that the

respondents, as a group, "strongly agree" with the question

statement.

B. If the mean response fell within 1.5 and less

than 2.5, then the conclusion drawn was that the

respondents, as a group, "agree" with the question

statement.

C. If the mean response fell within 2.5 and less

than 3.5, then the conclusion drawn was that the

respondents, as a group, "neither agree nor disagree" with

the question statement. However, if the mean response was

less than 2.75, it was concluded that the respondents, as a

group, "tended to agree" with the question statement.

Likewise, If the mean response was greater than 3.2S, then

it was concluded thut the respondents, as a group, "tended

to disagree" with the question statement.

D. If the mean response fell within 3.S and less
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than 4.S, then the conclusion drawn was that the

respondents, as a group, "disagree" with the question

statement.

E. If the mean response fell within 4.5 and 5.0,

then the conclusion drawn was that the respondents, as a

group, "strongly disagree" with the question statement.

ANOVA. Each of the Likert Scale questions was

also onalyzed using the subprogram "Breakdown" from SPSS.

This program permits categorization of the responses by

selected groups, and performance of a statistical comparison

between the moans of the selected groups. This comparison

is termed "One-way Analysis of Variance" (ANOUA), and

"allows users to statistically test whether the means of

subsomples into which the sample data are broken are

significantly different from each other" (2S:253). The

test considers two hypotheses:

HO: (Null hWpothesis): The means of the subsomples are
equal

Hl: (Alternate hypotheses): At least one cf the
subsample means is different from t!-3 others.

If no significant difference is found between the means

of the subpopulations, the null hypothesis cannot be

rejected. Deviations which occur are then attributed to

sampling error. Testing is done by comparing the computed F

ratio (F-calc), with a known sampling distribution of thL F

ratio (F-crit). If the computed F ratio (F-calc) is greater

than the F ratio (F-crit) obtained from a table of

standardized values, the null hypothesis that the means are
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equal is rejected. Based upon the degrees of freedom which

were determ id from the ANOVA analysis, F-crit was obtained

from the appendix of the statistics textbook, Probability

and Statistics for Engineering and the Sciences (12). The

ratios were compared at the .OS level, meaning the null

hypothesis would be incorrectly rejected on an average of

one time in twenty.

It is possible for the numerical analysis tu determine

that a statistical difference between the group means does

exist, Wet the means may still lie within the same level of

agreement range previously discussed. In order to provide a

more complete understanding of the results, both situations

will be discussed when the responses are analyzed.

Rank-ordering Ouestions. The rank-ordering questions

were analyzed by using the different measures of central

tendency for each of the various areas and compiling a rank

order of these areas. The ranking ordering was based upon

the mean response for each area, but the median and mode

response was also displayed. These questions were also

broken down by the two subgroups, officers and NCO's, and

their mean responses analyzed to determine if a statistical

difference existed. Use of the "Frequencies" subprogram

agnin provided the measures of central tendenzg, while the

"Breakdown" subprogram permitted the separation of the data

into two groups For the ANOVA comparison.

Yes-No Questions. Each subarea was analyzed using the

Frequencies subprogram to datermins how many times the
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respondents marked each individual training category as

being deficient in training area or equipment. The

responses were summed and analyzed to compute a percentage

of the total respondents.

Open-ended Questions. Each response to an open-ended

question was anolyzsd according to the following procedure

(21:3Lk):

A. A review of the responses was conducted to

identify the subject of each and a preliminary listing was

made of tentative categories of these responses.

E. A Final list of categories was developed from

the tentative list.

C. All statements were reviewed and placed into

one of the categories.

0. A tally of the frequency with which each

subject was mentioned under that particular question was

produced.

The reliabilitU of the categorizations can be

questioned due to the subjective grouping required by the

responses, but since all responses were categorized by the

same individual, the results are assumed to be valid and

appropriate for repmesenting the opinions of the individual

respondents.
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IV. Results

Overview

This chapter presents the results of the statistical

analysis performed on the date gathered from the surveys on

opinions of Prime BEEF training. The data was a.ialyzed

using the methodology described in Chapter III, employing

the "Frequencies" and "ANOVA" subprograms previously

described. The results are presented according to the order

in which the questions were asked in the survey, with the

exception of two questions (4 and 16) which are presented

slightly cut of their expected sequence to facilitate the

grouping on questions of similar topics. In addition to the

descriptive statistics of the individual question results,

responses For all the Likert Scale and rank ordering ques-

tions are reported according to the rank of the respondent,

either officer or NCO. Also, the three questions concerning

support for the Prime BEEF program from outside the civil

* • engineering squadron (Survey Questions 13, 14, and iS) are

reported according to major command.

Overall Responses

Table 4.1 displays the participation results for the

survey. Of the surveys which were returned but were

unusable (a total of 89), SS were from individuals not

currently involved with Prime BEEF. Nine of the respondents

whose surveys were unusable felt they had not been stationed
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at their base long enough to make an assessment of the

training. The remaining 11 unusable surveys were returned

as undeliverable. The cutoff dote fur surveys to be

included in the data base was 30 June 1S85. The 866 usable

surveys represent 16.3 percnnt of the total population and

produced a response rate of S8.B% of the total mailing.

TABLE 4.1

Participation Results

Number Percentage of
those distributed

Surveys Distributed 1473

Surveys Returned 955 641.8
Usable Surveys S66 $8.8
Surveys Not Returned 518 3S.2

Demographic Data

Survey Question 1. Table 4.2 displays thd militar3

grades of the respondents. The results indicate the sample

favors NCO perceptions, since their percentage of the sample

is greater than their percentage of the total population.

"Still, the officer respondents represent l1.O of the civil

engineering officer population and are therefore considered

representative of officer perceptions.

Survey Ouestion ?. Table '.3 identifies the officer

respondent's position in the civil engineering unit.

Special categories were provided only for the Base Civil

Engineers, Chiefs of Operations, and Prime BEEF Managers.

NCO respondents were coded as "No Response".
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"TABLE 4.2

Current Grade of the Respondents

Absolute Percent of Percent of
Current Grade Freq Sample Population

Field Grads OfFicers 22 2,G 10.1
Company Grade Officers 220 25.4 31.1
E-9 3S 4.0 2.4
E-8 62 7.2 4.4
E-7, E-6, or E-5 520 60.0 52.0
No Response 7 .8 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

TABLE *.3

Officer's Position in Unit

Pbsolute Relative Adjusted
Position Freq Freq (V Freq (?)

Base Civil Enqinesr 9 1.0 3.8
Chief of Operactions 11 1.3 4.6
Prime BEEF Managers 18 2.1 7.5
Other 201 23.2 et.1
Nc Response 627 72.4 Missing

Total 866 IT-7a -TCaT

Survey Question 3. Table 4.4 displays the NCO's

primary specialties.

TABLE 4.4

NCO Primary Specialties

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Speciality Freq Freq (•) Freq (:)

Electrical 146 16.9 23.4
rMechanical 147 17.0 23.6
Structural 134 IS.S 21.S
Equipment & Pavements 112 12.9 19.0
Sanitation 69 8.0 11.1
Other iS 1.7 2.L
No Response 243 28.1 Missing

Total 86 i--.0 100.0
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Surveu Question S. Table 4.5 provides the

respondents location of assignment.

TABLE *.S

Assignment Location

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Location Freq Freq (F) freq (•)

Conus 631 72.9 72.9
Non-Conus 234 27.0 27.1
No Response 1 0.1 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

Survey Question 6. Table 4.6 shows the number of

respondents assigned to each of the major commands. The

majority of those using the "other" response were From

Space Command or the U.S. Air Force AcademW.

TABLE 4.6

Major Command

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Command Freq Freq (7) Freq (•)

AFLC 67 7.7 7.7
ATC 57 7.7 7.7
SAC 189 21.8 21.8
PACAF se 10.2 10.2
AU 40.5 O.S
USAFE 102 11.8 11.8
AAC 20 2.3 2.3
AFSC 37 t.3 L.3
MAC 124 1..3 14.3
TAC iSi 17.Lt 17.
Other 17 2.0 2.0

Total 8s6 100.0 100.0

Survey ii.estion 7. Table *.7 provides information on

the length of time on station, in months, that the

respondent has at his current assignment.
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TABLE 4.7

Time on Station

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Time (in months) Freq Freq (•) Freq (•)

Less than 6 71 8.2 8.2
"6 to 12 200 23.1 23.1
13 to 2* 237 27.4 27.I
25 to 36 192 22.2 22.2
37 to 46 78 8.0 9.0
fMore than *8 66 9.9 10.0
No Response 2 0.2 Missing

Total 666 100.0 100.0

Survey Question B. Table 4.8 shows the assigned Prime

BEEF teams of the respondents, based on definitions provided

in AFR 83-3. They are grouped as follows follows:

Conus
Core Team .... ....... PB-1 through PBS-
Special Team .......... PB-9 through PE-26

Non-Conus
PROF Team (Primary Recovery and Operations Force)
Theater Mcbile Team
Theater RRR Team

The majority of the respondents in the "other" category were

assigned to SAC's Strategic Aircraf,: Recovery Team (SART) or

SAC's Launch Support Team (LST).

TABLE 4.9

Prime BEEF Team

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Team Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

Core Team 285 32.9 33.9
Special Team 247 26.s 29.i
PROF Team 56 7.6 7.9
Theater Mobile Team Li6 5.3 S.S
Theater RRR Team 45 5.2 5.4
Other iS1 17. 4 18.0
No Response 26 3.0 Missing

Total 666 100.0 100.0
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Surveu Question 9. Table 4.5 provides informotion on

the number of militaru personnel assigned to the respondent's

civil engineering unit. Responses were grouped as indicated

in the table.

TABLE 4.S

Unit Size

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Size of Unit Freq Freq (•) Freq (•)

Less than 1S0 74 8.S 9.S
1Sl to 250 318 36.7 40.8
251 to 3S0 244 28.2 31.3
351 to 450 81 S.'L 10.4
'*51 to SSO 42 Lt.8 aS.
More than 550 20 2.3 2.6
"No Response 87 10.0 Missing

* Total 86s 100.0 100.0

Attitudinal Response Data

Responses to these questions sought the respondent's

level of agreement with the statement portion of each

question. The answers were coded for computer analysis

according to the Following scales:

Code Level of Agreement

1 Strangly Agree
2 Agree
3 Neither Agree nor Disagree
4 Disagree
S Strangly Disagree

The table title indicates the subject matter to which those

answering the survey were responding.

"Survey Question 4. Table 4.10 indicates

the respondent's opinions on the adequacy of the training
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guidance provided in AFR 93-3. An additional response

category was provided for those respondents who felt they

did not know how adequate the guidanre was in AFR 93-3.

When computing the mean, median, and standard deviation for

"thi-i question, answers marked "I Don't Know" were eliminated

from the computational process since these reponses were

not part of the Likert Scale and would tend to skew the

data. Table 4.10 provides the results.

TABLE 4.10

Results of Opinions on the Belief that
Training Guidance provided in AFR 93-3 is Very Adequate

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (•) Freq (%)

(1) Strongly Agree 24 2.6 2.9
(2) Agree 313 36.1 37.4
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 150 17.3 17.5
NL) Pisagree 113 13.0 13.5
(S) Strongly Disagree 24 2.8 2.9
(6) Do Not Know 213 24.6 2S.4

No Response 29 3.3 Missing
Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 2.673 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.352
Median 2.420 Std Dev 0.S5 Skewness 0.678

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 2.993

20.932 3.84
NCO's 2.586

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.

Survey Questions 10 and 1S. Tables 4.11 and 1.12

display respondent's opinions on the priority Prime BEEF

training receives in relation to other civil engineering

requirements.
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TABLE 4.11

Results of Opinions on the Belief that Prime BEEF Training
Receives a Low Priority Compared to Other CE Duties

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (W) Freq (%)

(1) Strongly Agree 98 10.9 10.5
(2) Agree 174 20.1 20.1
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 97 11.2 1112
ý4t Disagree 324 37.4 37.5
) Strongly Disagree 176 20.3 20.3

No Response 1 0.1 Missing
Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 3.363 Mode 4.000 Kurtosis -1.042
Median 3.708 Std Dev 1.302 Skewness -0.436

Mean F-calc F-Lrit
Officers 3.U42

20.041 3.84
NCO's 3.481

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.

TABLE 4.12

Results of Opinions on the Belief that
Routine Duties Receive a Higher Priority than Prime BEEF

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

(1) Strongly Agree 111 12.8 12.8
(2) Agree 210 24.2 24.3
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 161 18.6 18.6
(4) Disagree 296 34.2 34.2
(S) Strongly Disagree 87 10.0 10.1

No Response 1 0.1 Missing
Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 3.042 Mode 4.000 Kurtosis -1.113
Median 3.193 Std Dev 1.225 Skewness -0.175

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 2.6S3

31f.8E04 3.84

NCD's 3.193

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.
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Survey Questions 11 and 12. Tables 4.13 and 4.14

display the results of opinions regarding the quality of the

overnight bivouac each Prime BEEF team takes. This

question also provided a response for those whose base does

-not have an overnight bivouac. When the means, medians,

and standard deviations were calculated for these

questions, responses from individuals who indicated they

had no overnight bivouic were again eliminated from the

W computational process.

TABLE 4.13

Results of Opinions on the Belief that
Overnight Bivouacs are RealisticallW Conducted and

Allow Practice of Anticipated Wartime Skills

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (F) Freq (•)

(1) Strongly Agree 73 8.'t B.S
(2) Agree 274 31.6 31.!
(3) Neither Agr/Dis iSO 17.3 17. 4
"(4) Disagree 176 20.3 20.5

"" (S) Strongly Disagree 83 9.6 9.7
"" (6) No Annual Bivouac 104 12.0 12.1

No Response 6 0.7 Missing
Total 8as 100.0 100.0

Mean 2.897 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.998
Median 2.707 Std Dev 1.188 Skewness 0.248

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 2.801

1.710 3.84
NCO's 2.927

F-calc < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.
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TABLE 4.14

Results of Opinions on the Belief that
Field Training sees Greater Emphasis Placed on Defensive

Skills than on Anticipated Primary Prime BEEF Duties

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

(1) Stronglw Agree a9 10.3 10.4
(2) Agree 210 24.2 24.S
(3) Neither Agr/Ois 244 28.2 2B.S
(4) Disagree 181 20.9 21.1
(S) Strongly Disagree 28 3.2 3.3
(6) No Annual Bivouac 105 12.1 12.3

No Response 9 1.0 Missing
Total 6-6 100.0

Mean 2.799 Mode 3.000 Kurtosis -0.750
Median 2.816 Std 0ev 1.OS0 Skewness -0.014

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 2.953

6.iF0 3.84
NCO's 2.731

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.

Survey Questions 13, 14, and 15. Each of these

questions sought opinions on how much support the respondents

feel they receive for the Prime BEEF training program From

agencies outside the civil engineering unit. Tables '1.1S,

i.16, and 4.17 display the results from the respective

questions. In addition, Tables 4.1SA, 4.16A, and 4.17A

display a breakdown of the mean responses to these questions

as sorted by Major Command.
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TABLE 4.1S

Results of Opinions on the Belief that
Major Command Support is Uery Good

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (,) Freq (%)

(1) Strongly Agree 77 8.9 8.9
(2) Agree 335 38.7 38.8
3ý3 Neither Agr/Dis 287 33.1 33.3

) Disagree 116 13.4 13.4
(S) Strongly Disagree 4B S.S 5.6

No Response 3 0.3 Missing
Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 2.679 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.170
Median 2.568 Std 0ev 1.000 Skewness 0.474

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 2.853

10.134 3.84
NCO's 2.611

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.

TABLE 4.1SA

Beliefs in Major Command Support Sorted by Major Command

Major Command Mean Major Command Mean

AFLC 2.597 ATC 2.702
SAC 2.759 PACAF 2.534
AU 3.250 USAFE 2.784
AAC 3.550 AFSC 2.730
MAC 2.6642 TAC 2.510
OTHER 2.6E47

F-colc - 2.622 F-crit - 1.830

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.
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TABLE 4.16

Results of Opinions on the Belief that
Wing and Base Commanders give High Priority to

Prime BEEF Training Requirements

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (%) Freq (•)

(1) Strongly Agree 58 6.7 6.7
(2) Agree 277 32.0 32.2
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 2S4 25.3 29.S
(*) Disagree I80 20.8 20.9
(S) Strongly Disagree 92 10.6 10.7

No Response 5 O.S Missing
Total 8ss 100.0 100.0

Mean 2.966 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.768
Median 2.87S Std Bev 1.108 Skewness 0.2'1

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 3.273

25.479 3.8t
NCO's 2.851

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.

TABLE Lt.16A

Beliefs in Wing and Base Commander Support
Sorted by Major Command

Major Command Mean Major Commcnd Nean

AFLC 2.627 ATC 2.E36
SAC 3.074 PACAF 2.E2B
AU 3.000 USAFE 3.343
AAC 3.250 AFSC 2.595
MAC 3.016 TAC 2.980
OTHER 3.059

F-calc - 3.573 F-crit - 1.830

F-aalc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.
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TABLE 4.17

Results of Opinions on the Belief
Other Base Level Organizations Adequately Support

Prime BEEF Training Requirements

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

(1) Strongly Agree 56 6.5 6.5
(2) Agree 382 44.1 44.4
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 208 2L.0 24.2
(*) Disagree 162 18.7 18.8
(5) Strongly Disagree 53 6.1 6.2

No Response 5 0.6 Missing
Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 2.738 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.533
Median 2.480 Std 0ev 1.035 Skewness 0.522

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 2.651

2.177 3.84
NCO's 2.768

F-calc < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.

TABLE 4.17A

Beliefs Sorted by Major Command that other Base
Level Organizations Adequately Support Prime BEEF Training

Majc.r Command Mean Major Command Mean

AFLC 2.567 ATC 2.478
SAC 2.633 PACAF 2.770
AU 2.250 USAFE 3.157
AAC 3.400 AFSC 2.378
MAC 2. 549 TAC 2.S-13
OTHER 2.647

F-calc - 5.013 F-crit - 1.830

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.
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Survuv Question 17. Table 4.18 clisplays the results

of the respondent's opinions on how well the overall Prime

BEEF training program prepares them to perform their

assigned wartime and contingencW duties.

TABLE 4.13

Results of Opinions on the Belief that Prime BEEF Training
Adequately Prepares One to Perform Assigned Wartime Tasks

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

(1) StronglU Agree 77 8.9 8.9
(2) Agree 335 3E.7 38.8
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 287 33.1 33.3
(4) Disagree 116 13.* 13.L
(5) Stronglu Disagree -48 S.S 5.6

No Response 3 0.3 Missing
Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 2.679 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -1.113
Median 2.568 Std Dev 1.000 Skewness 0.006

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 2.8S3

10.134 3.84
NCO's 2.611

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statisticallW different opinions.

Survey Questions 18 tnrough 27. These questions each

listed one of the ten ý-imarW training areas in which everu

Prime BEEF member must truin. Tables 4.19 through 4.28

display the results of the respondent's opinions on whether

theu perceive the training which theU receive in each of the

specific truining areas is adequate.
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TABLE 4.19

Results of Opinions on the Adequacy of Prime BEEF
Chemical Warfare Training

"Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (•) Freq (•)

(1) Strongly Agree 130 15.0 15.0
(2'Are*01 Lis. 3 46.Lk

(3) Neither Agr/Ois 128 1'*.B 14*.8
(4k) Disagree 148 17.1 17.1
(5) Strongly Disagree 58 6.7 6.7

No Response 1 0.1 Missing
Total a66 100.0 100.0

Mean 2.541 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.533
Median 2.254 Std Dev 1.138 Skewness 0.626

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 2.632

2.172 3.840
NCO's 2.50'

F-colc < F-crit. Theref'ore statistically similar opinions.

TABLE 4.20

Results of' Opinions on the Adequacy of Prime BEEF
Expedient Methods Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

"(1) Strongly Agree 72 8.3 8. L
(2) Agree 276 31.8 32.2
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 198 22.9 23.1
O(f) Disogree 207 23.9 24.2
(5) Strongly Disagree 104 12.0 12.1

No Response S 1.0 Missing
Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 2.9SS Mcde 2.000 Kurtosis -0.989
Median 2.907 Std Dev 1.178 Skewness 0.19

Mean F-colc F-crit
"Officers 3.209

10.997 3.840
NCO's 2.910

F-colc > F-crit. Therefore statistically diff'erent opinions.
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TABLE 4.21

Results of Opinions on the Adequacy of Prime BEEF
Orientation Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (•) Freq (?)

(1) Stronglu Agree 100 11.5 11.7
(2) Agree 395 '*5. 6 '*6.0
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 187 21.6 21.8
(4) Disagree 125 14.5 14.7
(5) StronglU Disagroe 50 5.8 5.8

No Response 8 0.9 Missing
Total ass 100.0 100.0

Mean 2.570 Mote 2.000 Kurtosis -0.2814
Median 2.333 Std Dev 1.060 Skewness 0.530

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 2.609

0.505 3.840
NCO's 2.551

F-calc < F-crit. Therefore statisticallU similar opinions.

TABLE 4.22

Results of Opinions on the Adequacy of
"Prime BEEF Field Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

(1) Strongly Agree 96 11.1 11.2
(2) Agree 314 36.3 36ý3
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 193 22.3 22.5
(4) Disagree 189 21.8 22.0
(S) Strongly Disagree 67 7.7 7.8

No Response 7 0.8 Missinw
Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 2.787 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.84S
Median 2.601 Std Dev 1.140 Skewness 0.287

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 2.800

0.053 3.8840
NCO's 2.780

F-colc < F-crit. Therefore statisticallW similar opinions.
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TABLE '.23

Results of Opinions on the AdequacU of Prime BEEF
Government Vehicle Operation Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (%) Freq (•)

(1) Strongly Agree 83 9.6 9.7
"(2) Agree 324 37.4 37.7
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 200 23.1 23.3
((4) Disagree 180 20.8 21.0
(S) StronglW Disagree 72 8.3 B.

No Response 7 0.8 Missing
Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 2.807 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.798
Median 2.613 Std 0ev 1.128 Skewness 0.331

Mean F-calc F-crit
OFficers 2.850

0.41ll 3.8'W
NCO's 2.795

F-calc < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.

TABLE 4.24

Results of Opinions on the Adequacy of Prime BEEF
Military Sanitation Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (•) Freq (%)

"(1) Strongly Agree 72 8.3 B.4
"(2) Agree 337 38.9 39.3
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 210 24.2 24.S
(4) Disagree 165 19.1 19.2
(S) Strongly Disagree 74 8.5 8.6

No Response 8 0.9 Missing
Total 666 100.0 100.0

Mean 2.804 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.706
Median 2.595 Std 0ev 1.109 Skewness 0.403

Mean F--calc F-crit
Officers 2.894

2.188 3.840
NCO's 2.760

F-colc < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.
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TABLE 4.2S

Results of Opinions on the Adequacy of Prime BEEF
Personal, Work Party, and Convoy Security Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (•) Freq (•)

"(1) Strongly Agree 52 6.0 6.1

(2) Agree 251 30.1 30.4*
3 Neither Agr/Dis 202 23.3 23.S

(4) Disagree 247 28.5 28.8
(S) Strongly Disagree 96 11.1 11.2

No Response 8 0.9 Missing
Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 3.086 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.984
Median 3.074 Std 0ev 1.130 Skewness 0.04

Mean F-calc F-crit
OFficers 3".1-5

0.837 3.840
NCO's 3.055

F-calc < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.

TABLE 4.26

Results of Opinions on the Adequacy of Prime BEEF
Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

(1) Strongly Agree 60 6.9 7.0
(2) Agree 276 31.9 32.1
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 223 25.8 26.0
(t) Disagree 19S 22.* 22.6
(5) Strongly Disagree 106 12.2 12.3

No Response 7 0.8 Missing
Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 3.012 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.918
Median 2.919 Std 0ev 1.1SO Skewness 0.189

Mean F-calc F-crnt
Officers 3.021

0.034 3.840
NCO's 3.005

F-calc < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.
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TABLE 4.27

"Results of Opinions on the Adequacy of Prime BEEF
Rapid Runway Repair Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (%) Freq (•)

(1) Strongly Agree 169 19.5 19.7
(2) Agree 332 38.3 36.6
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 137 15.8 15.9
(') Disagree 143 16.S 16.6
(5) Strongly Disagree 78 9.0 9.1

No Response 7 0.8 Missing
Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 2.538 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.775.
Median 2.28S Std Dev 1.232 Skewness O.S25

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 2.58S

0.113 3.860@NCO's 2.557

F-calc < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.

TABLE 4.28

Results of Opinions on the AdequacU of Prime BEEF
Weapons Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (,.) Freq (%)

(1) Strongly Agree 1i4 16.6 16.7
(2) Agree 403 G6.5 46.9
(3) Neither Agr/Ois 121 14.0 14.1
(4) Disagree 122 14.1 14.2
(5) Strongly Disagree 70 8.1 8.1

No Response 0.7 Missing
Total 866 i00.0 100.0

Mean 2.501 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.401
Median 2.210 Std 0ev 1.166 Skewness 0.722

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 2.483

0.07 3.6840
NC3's 2.502

F-cola < F-crit. Therefore statisticaily similar opinions.
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SurveW Qumstion 28. For this question the respondents

rank ordered the ten Prime BEEF training areas according to

the priority they felt each one should receive. The highest

priority area was ranked 1, the lowest priority area was

ranked 10. Tables 4.23 through 4.38 present the results.

TABLE 4.2S

Opinions on the Priority Chemical Warfare
Training Should Receive

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Priority Freq Freq (%) Freq (•)

(1) Highest Priority 299 34. 5 35.2

(2) 147 17.0 17.3

(3) 110 12.7 13.0

(i) so io•1. 10.6

(S) Middle Priority 55 S.7 6.8

(6) S3 5.1 6.2

(7) 35 4.0 4.1

"(8) 25 2.9 2.9

i(s) s e.e 2.2

(10) Lowest Priority 13 1.5 1.5

No Response 17 2.0 Missing

Total 865 100.0 100.0

Mean 3.106 Mode 1.000 Kurtosis -0.375

Median 2.354 Std Dev 2.399 Skewness 1.099

Mean F-calc F-crit

Officers 3.517
9.859 3.840

NCO's 2.SS4

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.
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TABLE 4.30

Opinions on the Priority Explosive Ordnance
Reconnaissance Training Should Receive

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Priority Freq Freq (•) Freq (•)

"(I) Highest Priority 11 1.3 1.3

(2) 83 9.6 9.9

(3) 140 16.2 16.6

(L) 126 1'.5 15.0

(5) Middle Priority 108 12.5 12.8

(6) 99 11.4 11.3

(7) 109 12.6 13.0

(8) S6 6.s 6.7

(9) 72 8.3 8.6

(10) Lowest Priority 37 4.3 L.L

No Response 2s 2.9 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 5.308 Mode 3.000 Kurtosis -0.963

Median 5.060 Std Dev 2.352 Skewness 0.294

Mean F-calc F-crit

Officers 5.423
0.637 3.8E30

NCO's 5.279

F-.,,•c < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.
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TABLE 4.31

Opinions on the PrioritW Expedient
uMethods Training Should Receive

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Priority Freq Freq (V Freq (')

(i) Highest Priority Si 5.9 6.2

(2) 65 7.4 7.7

(3) 93 10.7 11.3

(4) 60 9.2 9.7

(S) Middle Priority 109 12.S 13.2

(6) l1s 13.3 13.9

(7) 96 11.1 11.sI

(a) 109 12.6 13.2

(9) 8e 7.9 8.2

(10) Lowest Priority 41 L. 7 S.0

No Response 40 4.6 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

Msan 5.5 44 Mode 6.000 Kurtosis -0.S63

Median 5.639 Std Dev 2.509 Skewness -0.086

Mean F-calc F-crit

Officers 4.S3S
52.817 3.81i0

NCO's 5.913

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.
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"TABLE 4.32

Opinions on the PrioritW Field
"Training Should Receive

Absolute Relative Adjusted
PrioritU Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

(1) Highest Prioritu S1 7.0 7.4

(2) es 9.8 10.3

(3) 62 7.2 7.5

a (4) 87 10.0 10.6

(s) Middle Priority 109 12.6 13.2

(S) 103 11.9 12.S

(7) 110 12.7 13.3

(8) 110 12.7 13.3

(9) so 6.9 7.3

(10) Lowest Prioritw 37 4.3 .5S

No Response 42 4.8 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

Meon 5.,47 Mods 7.000 Kurtosis -0.990

Median S.S78 Std 0ev 2.S'S Skewness -0.117

Mean F-colc F-crit

Officers S.120
6.027 3.840

NCO's S.603

F-colc > F-crit. Therefore statisticollU different opinions.
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TABLE 4.33

Opinions on the Priority Government Vehicle
Operation Training Should Receive

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Priority Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

1 Highest Priority 8 0.9 1.0

2 23 2.7 2.8

3 34 3.9 4.1

4 44 5.1 S.3

S Middle Pricrity 47 S.4 5.6

5 53 6.1 G.L

7 71 8.2 8.5

8 93 10.7 11.2

9 183 21.1 21.9

10 Lowest PrioritW 278 32.1 33.3

No Response 32 3.7 Missing

Total 8SS 100.0 100.0

Mean 7.857 Mode 10.000 Kurtosis -0.080

Median 8.740 Std 0ev 2.390 Skewness -1.066

Mean F-calc F-crit

Officers 8.172
S.l 40 3.840

NCO's 7.711t

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.
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TABLE *.3*

Opinions on the Priority Military Sanitation
Training Should Receive

Absolute Relotive Adjusted
Priority Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

(1) Highest Priority 10 1.2 1.2

(2) 36 *.2 4.4

(3) Its 5.3 5.6

(N) 59 6.8 7.2

(5) Middle Priority 86 9.9 10.5

(6) 100 11.5 12.2

(7) 147 17.0 17.9

(6) 143 16.5 17.4

(s) 125 14.4 15.2

(10) Lowest Priority 6s 7.9 8.3

No Responsa 46 5.3 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

Meon 6.663 Mode 7.000 Kurtosis -0.506

Median 6.997 Std 0ev 2.246 Skewness -0.518

Mean F-calc F-crit

OfFicers 7.069
10.023 3.840

NCO's 6.521

F-cole > F-crit. Therefore stotisticolly different opinions.
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TABLE *.35

Opinions on the Priority Security
Training Should Receive

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Priority Freq Freq (') Freq (')

(1) Highest Priority 52 6.0 6.3

(2) 77 8.9 9.4

(3) 81 9.4 9.5

(N) as 10.2 10.7

(S) Middle Priority 119 13.7 14.5

(6) 109 12.6 13.3

(7) 79 9.1 9.6

(a) 9' 10.9 11.4

(9) 61 7.4 7.8

(10) Lowest Priority 56 5.7 7.1

No Response 45 S.2 Missing

Total 866 100.0 10C.0

Mean 5.49S5 Mode 5.000 Kurtosis -0.977

Median 5.445 Std Dev 2.585 Skewness 0.016

Mean F-calc F-crit

Officers 5.919
9.613 3.840

NCO's 5.302

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.
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TABLE 4.36

Opinions on the Priority Prime BEEF
Orientation Training Should Receive

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Priority Freq Fre. (W) Freq (%)

(i) Highest Priority 125 14.f 15.2

(a) 23 2.7 2.8

(3) 37 4.3 4.S

(N) 50 5.8 6.1

(S) Middle Priority 31 3.6 3.6

(6) 52 S.0 6.3

(7) 53 6.1 6.4

(8) 79 9.1 9.6

(s) 134 15.s 16.3

(10) Lowest Priority 239 27.6 29.0

No Response 43 5.0 Missing

Total 8B6 100.0 100.0

Moon 6.741 Mode 10.000 Kurtosis -1.066

Median 8.013 Std Dev 3.310 Skewness -0.649

Mean F-colc F-crit

Officers 6.631
0.258 3.81iO

NCO's 6.762

F-calc < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.
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TABLE 4.37

Opinions on the Priority Rapid Runway Repair
Training Should Receive

Absolute RelatiVe Adjusted
Priority Freq Freq (•) Freq (%)

4i) Highest Priority 147 17.0 18.0

(2) 167 19.3 20.5

(3) 119 13 7 14..6

(4) 92 10.6 11.3

(S) Middle Priority 72 b.2 8.8

(6) 5S 6.'1 6.7

(7) Sl 5.9 6.3

(e) 5s 5.2 s.s

(s) 37 '.3 '.5

(10;) Lowest Priority 30 3.5 3.7

No Response S1 5.9 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

Ilean 3.983 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -O.540

Median 3.2eC Std Dev 2.620 Skewness 0.736

Mean F-calc F-crit

Officers 3.150
34 .862 3.840

NCO's 4.329

F-colc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.
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TABLE 4.38

Opinions on the Priority Weapons
Training Should Receive

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Priority Freq Freq (F) freq I%)

(l) Highest Priority BE 9.9 10.5

• (2) 134 15.5 15.4

(3) 114 13.2 13.9

N(L) 11S 13.3 14.0

(5) Middle Priority 92 10.6 11.2

(6) 8' 9.7 10.3

(7) 67 7.7 8.2

(S) 65 7.S 7.9

(9) 4s 5.2 S.s

(10) Lowest Priority 17 2.0 2.1

No Response 47 S.4 Missing

Total eSE 100.0 100.0

Mean 4.'98 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -O.874

Median 4.157 Std Dev 2.479 Skewness 0.39L

SMean f-calc F-crit

Of ficers S.248
30.446 3.840

NCO's If.204

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.

Survey Question 29. This question asked the

respondents to rank order the ten different Prime BEEF

training areas according to the priority he/she feels each
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.one ctuollu r Ives at his currtat base. The highest

prioritu area was ranked 1, the lowest prioritu area was

ranked 10. Tables 4.39 through 4.'8 represent the results of

these rankings.

TABLE 4.39

Opinions on the Priority Chemical Warfare
Training Actually Receives

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Priorityj Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

(1) Highest Priority 2S8 2S.8 31.S

(e) 207 23.9 2S.4

(3) 107 12.'I 13.1

(4) 75 8.7 9.2

(5) Middle Priority 42 4.8 5.1

(S) 34 3.9 *2

(7) 26 3.0 3.2

(8) 24 2.8 2.9

(s) 2' 2.8 2.9

"(10) Lowest Priority 19 2.2 2.3

No Response 50 5.8 Missing

Total 865 100.0 100.0

Mean 3.0418 Mode 1.000 Kurtosis 1.003

Median 2.225 Std Oev 2.375 Skewness 1.3S6

.Mean F-calc F-crit

Officers 2.996
0.084 3.840

NCO's 3.048

F-calc < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.
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TABLE 4.40

Opinions on the Priority Explosive Ordnance
Reconnaissance Training Actually Receives

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Priority Freq Freq .. ) Freq K%)

1%1) Highest PrioritW 0.5 0.5

(2) 33 3.8 4.2

(3) 77 8.9 5.8

S(I) SS 11.0 12.0
AJ

(5) Middle Priority so 10.4 11.4

(G) 63 9.6 10.5

(7) 99 11.4 12.5

E() 86 9.9 10.9

(9) 112 12.9 14.2

(i0) Lowest PrioritW 110 12.7 13.9

No Response 77 8.9 Missing

Total 8s6 100.0 100.0

Mean 6.487 Mode 9.000 Kurtosis -1.157

Median 6.626 Std Dev 2.472 Skewness -0.IS3

Mean F-calc F-crit

Officers 6.638
1.247 3.840

NCO's 6.I19

F-calc < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.
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TABLE 4.41

Opinions on the Priority Expedient Methods
Training Actually Receives

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Priority Freq Freq () Freq (?)

(1) Highest Priority 13 1.5 1.7

(2) 30 3.S 3.9

(3) 47 3.4 6.1

(4) s1 s.9 6.6

(S) Middle Priority 93 10.7 12.0

(E) 125 14.S 16.3

(7) 112 12.9 14.S

(a) 122 11t.I 15.8

(S) 96 11.1 12.4

(10) Lowest Priority 83 5.6 10.7

No Response 93 10.7 M1ssing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 6.$89 Mode G.000 Kurtasis -O.SS1

Median 6.737 Std 0ev 2.290 Skewnsss -0.393

Mean F-calc F-crit

Officers 6.786
1.948 3.840

NCO's 6.$31

F-calc < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.
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TABLE 4.42

Opinions on the Priority Field
Training Actually Receives

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Priorlty Freq Freq .: Freq "

(l) Highest Pricrity 42 4.8 S.5

(2) 72 8.3 S.4

(3) 77 8.9 10.0

(4) 113 13.0 11.7

(53ý middle Priority 1CS 12.2 13.8

(6) 111 12.8 i4.5

(7) 93 9.6 10.8

"(8) 85 S.B 11.1

(9) Its 5.7 6.4

(I0) Lowest Priority 29 3.3 3.8

No Response 99 11.4 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 5.289 Mode 4.000 Kurtosis -0.B53

"Median 5.250 Std Dev 2.39S Skewness 0.061

Mean F-calc F-crnt

Officers S.055
3.170 3.840

NCO's 5.397

F-colc < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.
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TABLE .4.3

Opinions on the Priority Government Uehicle
Operation Training Actually Receives

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Priority Freq Freq (') Freq (V

(1) Highest PrioritW 17 2.0 2.2

(a) 27 3.1 3.S

(3) so 5.8 s.4

0t) 64 7.4 8.2

(S) Middle Priority 79 9.1 10.1

(6) 60 6.9 7.7

(7) 74 e.s S.s

(s) 10 io. L 11.6

(s) 116 13.4 14.s

(10) Lowest Priority 202 23.3 2S.9

No Response 87 10.0 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 7.10* Mode 10.000 Kurtosis -0.877

Median 7.706 Std 0ev 2.635 Skewness -0.555

Mean F-calc F-crit

Officers 6.786
Lt.600 3.840

NCO's 7.236

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.
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TABLE .4.S

Opinions on the Priority Security
Training ActuallW Receives

Absolute Relative Adjusted
PrioritU Freq Freq (%) Freq (W)

(1) Highest PrioritW 17 2.0 2.2

(2) 30 3.5 3.9

(3) 64 7.* 4.1

(N) 57 6.5 7.5

(5) Middle PrioritW 34 10.9 12.3

(6) 92 10.6 12.0

(7) 59 11.4 12.9

(8) 117 13.5 15.3

(s) 102 11.6 13.3

(10) Lowest PrioritU 93 10.7 12.2

No R"sponse 101 11.7 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 6.531 Mods 8.000 Kurtosis -0.821

Median 6.788 Std 0ev 2.*I3 Skewness -0.356

Mean F-calc F-crit
0

Officers 6.523
0.013 3.134O

NCO's 6.550

F-calc < F-crit. Therefore statisticallW similar opinions.
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TABLE 4.4. I

Opinions on the Priority Military Sanitation
*+ Training Actually Receives

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Priority Freq Freq Freq (%)

(1) Highest Priority 4 0.5 0.5

(2) 24 2.8 3.2

(3) 28 3.2 3.7

(4) 52 I. s.5

(S) Middle Priority 8s 10.3 11.7

(8) 87 10.0 11.4

(7) 11e 13.6 1S.S

(a) 133 1S.4 17.5

(9) 137 lS.6 18.0

(10) Lowest Priority 98 11.3 12.9

"No Response 106 12.2 Missing

"Total ass 100.0 100.0

rMean 7.071 Mode 9.000 Kurtosis -0.392

Median 7.398 Std 0ev 2.16S Skewness -O.S79

Mean F-calc F-crit

0 Officers 7.SS6
24.102 3.840

NCO's 6.816

F-colc > F-crit. Therefore stdtistically different opinions.
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"TABLE 4.46

Opinions on the Priority Prime BEEF
Orientation Training Actually Receives

Absolute Relative Adjusted
PrioritW Freq Freq (%) Freq (•)

"(1) Highest Priority 181 20.9 23.7

(2) 72 B.3 S.1I

(3) es 10.3 11.6

(') 103 11.9 13.5
b

(5) Middle PrioritW 60 6.9 7.9

(6) 53 6.1 6.9

(7) 53 6.1 6.9

(6) 48 S.7 6.,1

(9) s5 S.2 5.9

(10) Lowest Priority 59 6.8 7.7

No Response 102 11.8 Missing

Total a66 100.0 100.0

Mean ..424 Mode 1.000 Kurtos.s -1.009

Median 3.888 Std Dev 2.952 Skewness O.Lt77

Mean F-calc F-crit

Officers Lt.B 44
6.099 3.840

"NCO's Lt.261

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.
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TABLE 4.47

Opinions on the Prioritu Rapid RunwaW Repair
Training ActuallU Receives

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Prioritw Freq Fraq Freq

(1) Highest PrioritU 174 20.1 22.S

(2) 127 11t. 7 16.S

(3) 95 11.0 12.3

(4) as 9.8 11.0

(S) Middle PrioritW 59 6.a 7.6

56 6.5 7.3

(7) 34 3.9 It .4

(a). 36 Lt. 2 4.7

(S) 39 It.s S.1

(10) Lowest FrioritW 67 7.7 8.7

No Response 34 10.9 Missing

Total ass .11,00.0 100.0

Mean 4.18S Mods 1.000 Kurtosis -0.77S

Median 3.33S Std Dev 2.947 Skewness 0.668

Mean F-colc F-crit

Officers 3.772
6.479 3.840

NCO's 4.366

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statisticallW different opinions.
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TABLE 4.4B

Opinions on the Priority Weapons
Training Actually ReLeives

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Priority Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

(1) Highest Priority 90 10.4 11.7

(2) 168 19.4 21.8

(3) 148 17.1 19.2

(4) 83 10.3 11.6

(5) Middle Priority 70 8.1 9.1

(6) 61 7.0 7.9

7) S7 6.3 7.4

(8) 24 2.8 3.1

(s) 36 . 2 L.7

(10) Lowest Priority 26 3.0 3.4

No Response 97 11.2 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 4.053 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.316

Median 3.355 Std Dev 2.467 Skewness 0.789

Mpan F-colc F-crat

Officers 3.7-5
3.4C 3 3.840

NCO's Lt.142

F-colc < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.
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SurveW Question 30. Some bases maU lack the proper

equipment to effectivelU train for the various Prime BEEF

missions. This question asked the respondents to indicate

whether or not they believed their current base had the

proper equipment to train for the Prime BEEF mission. Tables

4.4S through 4.SB indicate the responses as broken down by

each of the ten training areas. Table 4.S9 displays the

number of respondents who believe they have adequate

equipment in all areas.

TABLE 4.49

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Equipment
Is Available for Chemical Warfare Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (•) Freq (%)

Have Adequate Equip 672 77.6 79.2
Lack Adequate Equip 176 20.3 20.8
No Response 18 2.1 Missing

Total 6SS 100.0 100.0

TABLE 4.SO

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Equipment
Is Available for Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

Have Adequate Equip 471 SS.2 S6.4
Lack Adequatc Equip 370 422.7 43.S
No Response 38 2.1 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100,0
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TABLE 4.51

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Equipment
Is Available For Expedient Methods Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequat3 Freq Freq (% Freq (%)

Have Adequate Equip SE9 68.0 69.5
Lack Adequate Equip 259 29.9 30.S
No RespaOns 18 2.1 Missing

Total 8s6 100.0 100.0

TABLE 4.52

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Equipment
Is Available for Field Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

Have Adequate Equip 636 73.7 75.2
Lock Adequate Equip 210 24.2 24.8
No Response i1 2.1 Missing

Total P66 100.0 100.0

TABLE .S.3

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Equipment
Is Available for Government Uehicle Operations Trai•ing

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequutl/Inadequate Frnq Freq (F) freq (•)

Have Adequate Equip S6S 77.3 78.9
Lock Adequate Equip 179 20.7 21.1
No Response 18 2.1 Missing

Total B66 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 4.54

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Equipment
Is Available for Military Sanitation Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

Have Adequate Equip 6SS 75.8 77.*L
Lack Adequate Equip 192 22.2 22.6
No Response 1i 2.1 Missing

Total a66 100.0 100.0

TABLE 4.55

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Equipment
Is Available for Security Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

Have Adequate Equip 647 74.7 76.3
Lack Adequate Equip 201 23.2 23.7
No Response 1i 2.1 Missing

Total 6SS 100.0 100.0

TABLE 4.56

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Equipment
Is Available for Prime BEEF Orientation Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequat.e/Inadequote Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

Have Ad3quate Equip 601 92.5 9S.S
Lack Adequote Equip 47 5*.L S.5
No Response 16 2.1 Missing

Total 8ss 100.0 100.0
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"TABLE 4.57

"- Goinions on Whether or Not Adequate Equipment
Is Avuilable for Rapid RunwaU Repair Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (') Freq (V

Have Adequate Equip '27 49.3 50.4
Lack Adequate Equip 421 48.6 49.6
No Response 18 2.1 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

TABLE 4.58

Opinian3 on Whether or Not Adequate Equipment
"Is Available For Weapons Training

Absolute Relative. Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (?) Freq (')

Have Adequate Equip 736 85.0 8S.8
Lack Adequate Equip 112 12.9 13.2
No Response i1 2.1 Missing

Total B66 100.0 100.0

"TABLE u..SS

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Equipment
Is Available For All Training Areas

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Fraq Freq () Freq ()

Have Adequate Equip 1BLt 21.2 21.7
Lack Adequate Equip 664 76.7 78.3
No Response 18 2.1 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0
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Survey Question 31. Some bases may lack proper

training areas to effectively train for the various Prime

BEEF missions. This question asked the respondents to

indicate whether or not they believed their current base had

proper training areas to practice for the Prime BEEF

mission. Tables 4.60 through 4.69 indicate the responses as

broken down by each of the ten training areas. Table 4.70

displays the number of respondents who believe they have

adequate training areas For all the missions.

TABLE 4.60

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Training Areas
0 Are Available for Chemical Warfare Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq () Freq (V

Have Adequate Areas 752 86.8 88.6
Lack Adequate Areas 97 11.2 11.4
No Response 17 2.0 Missing

Total B56 100.0 100.0

TABLE '.61

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Training Areas
Are Available for Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

Have Adequate Areas 669 77.3 78.8
Lack Adequate Areas 180 20.8 21.2
No Response 17 2.0 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 4.S2

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Training Areas
Are Available for Expedient Methods Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
"Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (•) Freq (•)

Hove Adequate Areas 722 83.4 85.0
Lack Adequate Areas 127 14.7 15.0
No Response 17 2.0 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

TABLE 4.63

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Training Areas
Are Available for Field Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
"Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (%) Freq (•)

Have Adequate Areas 557 80.5 82.1
Lack Adequate Areas 152 17.6 17.9
No Response 17 2.0 Missing

Total 865 100.0 100.0

TABLE 5.64

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Training Areas
* Are Available for Government Vehicle Operations Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (•) Freq f%)

Have Adequate Areas 791 91.3 93.2
* Lack Adequate Areas 5B 6.7 6.8

No Response 17 2.0 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 4.55

"Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Training Areas
Are Available for Military Sanitation Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (%) Freq (•)

Hove Adequate Areas 728 84.1 85.7
Lock Adequate Areas 121 14.0 14.3
No Response 17 2.0 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

TABLE 1.66

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Training Areas
Are Available for Security Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

Have Adequate Areas 719 83.0 84.7
Lack Adequate Areas 130 15.0 15.3
No Response 17 2.0 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0

TABLE .S.7

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Training Areas
Are Available for Prime BEEF Orientation Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (?) Freq (')

Have Adequate Areas 81' 94 .0 95.9
Lack Adequate Areas 35 Lt.0 4.1
No Response 17 2.0 Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0
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TABLE '.66

"Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Training Areas
Are Available for Rapid Runway Repair Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
"Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq () Freq (%)

Have Adequate Areas 637 73.6 75.0
Lack Adequate Areas 212 2*.5 25.0
No Response 17 2.0 Missing

Total 8ss 100.0 100.0

TABLE 1.69

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Training Areas
Are Available for Weapons Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (%) Freq (V

"Have Adequate Areas 760 87.8 BS.S
Lack Adequate Areas 89 10.3 1O.S
No Response 17 2.0 Missing

Total a66 100.0 100.0

TABLE 1.70

Opinions on Whether or Not Adequate Training Areas
Are Available for All Mission Areas

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Adequate/Inadequate Freq Freq (%) Freq (V

Have Adequate Areas 456 52.7 53.7
Lack Adequate Areas 393 45.4 46.3
No Response 17 2.0 Missing

Total 6ss 100.0 100.0
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"Survey Question 32. This question sought opinions on

whether or not adequate time is mode available to complete

Prime BEEF training rt irements. Table 4.71 displays the

results of respondent's opinions.

TABLE 4.71

Results of Opinions on the Belief that Adr;ucte Time is
Made Available for Prime BEEF Training Requirements

Absolute Relative AdjustedLevel of Agreement Freq Freq (V) Freq (V

(1) Strongly Agree 105 12.1 12.2
(2) Agree 336 38.8 38.9

* (3) Neither Agr/Dis 148 17.1 17.1
I (4) Disagree 199 23.0 23.0

(5) Strongly Disagree 76 8.8 8.8
No Response 2 0 2 Missing

Total WE65 Ta". -0.O

Mean 2.774 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.964
3 Median 2.473 Std Duv 1.187 Skewness 0.322

Mean F-colc F-crit

Officers 3.075
82.OS 3.84

NCO's 2.656

F-colc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.

Surveg Question 33. This question sought opinions on

how confident the respondents felt to perform the duties oC

their assigned Prime BEEF te. -s based upon the hands-on

training they received from both their home station and from

Field 4 at Eglin AFB. Table 4.72 displays the results of

the responses.

a
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TABLE 4.72

Results of Opinions on the Belief that the Hands-on
Training Received by the Respondents has made them

Confident to Perform Prime BEEF Duties

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

(1) Strongly Agree 68 7.9 8.0
(2) Agree 289 33.4 34.0
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 211 24.4 24.8
(4) Disagree 212 24.S 24.9
(S) StronjlW Disagree 71 8.2 8.3

No Response is 1.7 Missing
Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 2.917 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.879
Median 2.82S Std Dev 1.112 Skewness 0.181

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers •-T2

11.363 3.B8
NCO's 2.836

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.

Survey Question 34. This question asked if the

respondent had ever participated in the training conducted

by the Air Force Engineering and Services Center at their

Contingency Training Site (Field 4) at Eglin AFB. If the

respondent had participated, he/she was asked to indicate

how many times he had participated in the past four Wears.

Table 4.73 and 4.74 indicate the results of this question.

TABLE 4.73

Attendence at the AFESC ContingencW Training Site (Field 4)

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Attendence Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

Never Been to Eglin 271 31.3 31.3
Have Been to Eglin S94 68.6 68.7
No Response 1 0.1 Missing

Total 86 T0 100.0b
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Table 4.74

Attendence at Contingency Training Site within Last 4 Years

Absolute Relative Adjusted
No. of Times Freq Freq (%) Freq (•)

(0) 43 5.0 7.8
(i) 321 37.1 56.9
(2) 14it 16.6 2S.S
(3) 39 t.5 S.9
(4) 13 1.s 2.3
(s) 3 0.3 0.5
(6) 1 0.1 0.2

No Response 302 34.9 Missing
Total 6S6 100.0 100.0

Mean 1.120 Mode 1.000
Median 1.245 Std 0ev 0.901

Survey Question 3S. This question sought the

respondent's opinions on whether or not the training

conducted by the Air Force Engineering and Services Center

at Eglin AFP was very valuable. The question was asked in

the negative, meaning a response of "Disagree" or "Strongly

Disagree" indicated the respondents felt the training was

worthwhile. Table 4.75 displays the results of the

responses.

Survey Question 36. This question sought opinions on

how whether or not Prime BEEF members should attend the

training conducted at Field 4 more often than every two

Wears. Table 4.76 displays the results.
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TABLE 4.75

Results of Opinions on the Belief that the Training by the
AFESC at Eglin AFB is Not Uery Ualuable

Absol,,te Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (!) Freq (%)

(i) Strongly Agree B O.B 1.0
(2ý Agree 17 2.0 2.9
3 Neither Agr/Dis 38 4.' S.S
(4) Disagree 289 33.4 59.2
(S) Strongly Disagree 23S 27.1 '0.0

No Response 279 32.2 Missing
Total 6S6 100.0 100.0

Mean k.237 Mode 4.000 Kurtosis 3.022
Median 4.290 Std Dev 0.80S Skewness -1.419

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 4.470

24.$55 3.84
NCO's 4.13S

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.

TABLE 4.75

Results of Opinions on the Belief that Members should
Attend Field 4 Training more often than Every Two Years

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (•) Freq (%)

(i) Strongly Agree 110 12.7 18.7
(2) Agree 222 2S.6 37.8
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 66 7.6 11.2
(4) Disagree 160 18.S 27.3
(5) Strongly Disagree 29 3.3 L.8

No Response 279. 32.2 Missing
Total 866 100.--0 I00.0

Mean 2.618 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -1.138
Median 2.327 Std 0ev 1.206 Skewness 0.291

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 2.509

1.786 3.84
NCO's 2.658

F-calc < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.
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Surveu Question 37. This qitestion sought opinions on

how effective the Field 4 training compliments home station

training. Table 4.77 displays the results oF the responses.

TABLE 4.77

Results oF Opinions on the Belief that Field 4 Training
Effectively Compliments Home Station Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Agreement Freq Freq (?) Freq (%)

(1) Strongly Agree 7S 9.1 13.5
(2) Agree 283 33.4 5I9.S
(3) Neither Agr/Dis 108 12.3 16.s
(*) Disagree 83 9.6 1.2
(S) Strongly Disagree 25 2.S 4.3

No Response 282 32.5 Missing
Total 865 100.0 100.0

M3an 2.562 Mode 2.000 Kurtosis -0.120
Median 2.237 Std Dev 1.031 Skewness 0.710

Mean F-colc F-crit
OFFicers 2--•6

16.313 :.1.84
NCO's 2.567

F-colc > F-crit. ThereFore statistically diFFerent opinions.

Survey Question 36. This question sought opinions on

how long the respondents felt the training conducted at

Field k should last. The question was asked in two parts,

first, should it be made shorter, longer, or remnin the

same. Second, iF the length should change, how long should

it be. Tables L.78 and 4.79 displays the results. Table

... 79 indicates a large number oF "No Responses" since those

who Felt the course length should remain the same gave no

response as a suggested change.
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TABLE 4.78

Results of Opinions on the Proper Course Length
for the Training Conducted at Field 4

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Length of Training Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

Make shorter 28 3.2 4.86
Make longer 214 24.7 36.6
Remain the some 343 39.6 S8.s

No Response 261 32.4 Missing
Total 6ss 100.0 100.0

Mean 2.538 Mode 3.000 Kurtcsis -0.245S
Median 2.647 Std 0ev 0.587 Skewness -0.862

Mean F-calc F-crit
Officers 2.615

3.850 3.84
NCO's 2.S08

F-calc > F-crit. Therefore statistically different opinions.

TABLE 4.79

Results of Suggestions on How Long Field 4
Training Should Lost

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Length of Training Freq Freq (%) Freq (%)

Three days 17 2.0 7.3
Four dogs 7 0.8 3.0
Ten duys 122 14.1 52.4
Two weeks 66 7.6 28.3
Three weeks 21 2.4 9.0

No Response 633 73.1 Missing
Total 866 100.0 100.0

Mean 3.288 Mode 3.000
Median 3.258 Std 0ev 0.9L2

Mean F-cclc F-crit
Officers 3.448

2.221 3.S4
NCO's 3.236

F-calc < F-crit. Therefore statistically similar opinions.
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Survey Question 39. This question sought opinions on

the opportunity for supervisors to practice leadership

skills during the training conducted at Field 4. Table 4.00

displays the results.

TABLE 4.80

Results of Opinions on Whether or not Ample Opportunity
Is given Supervisors to Practice Leadership Skills

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of Opportunity Freq Freq (%) Freq (•)

Ample opportunity 3SS '1.S 61.8
Program too structured 222 25.6 36.2

No Response 26S 32.9 Missing
Total 866 100.0 100.0

Survey Question 40. This question sought opinions on

whether or not the equipment operators receive enough

"hands-on" time at Field 4 to feel comfortable with their

responsibilities. Table 4.81 displays the results.

TABLE 4.81

Results of Opinions on Whether or not Equipment Operators
Receive Enough "Hands-on" time at Field *

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Time Freq Freq (W Freq (%)

Yes, adequate time 336 38.8 62.2
No, not adequate time 201 23.2 37.4

No Response 329 38.0 Missing
Total s66 100.0 100.0

Open-ended Questions

The remaining four questions in the survey permitted

the respondents to write out their opinions on the Prime
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BEEF training program. The respondents were asked to

provide their inputs on four basic questions:

1. What additional training areas should be covered?

"2. What is the single biggest problem with Prime BEEF

training as it is currently conducted?

3. What is the most favorable aspect of Prime BEEF

training as it is currently conducted?

'i. How should the current training for your specific

wartime tasking be changed?

The responses For each question were grouped according

to the methodology previously described in Chapter III. A

representative sampling of the responses for each question

are available in Appendix C. Tables 4.82 through 4.B5

provide a numerical breakdown of the responses for each

question.

TABLE 4.82

Opinions on Which Training Areas Should be Added
To the Prime 3EEF Training Program

"Absolute Relative Adjusted
Training Area Free Freq Freq ()

Improved Security Trng 71 8.2 2S.1
Contingency Engineering 27 3.1 9.9
Improved RRR 19 2.2 7.0
"Actual Deployment Site 10 1.1 3.8
Officer Training 6 0.7 2.2
Base Denial 5 0.6 1.8
"Communications Trng 4 O.S 1.S
"Miscellaneous 130 15.0 47.8
No Comment 589 68.6 Missing

"Total 866 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 4.83

Opinions on What the Sivngi Biggest Problem Is
With Current Prime BEEF Training

Absolute Relotiia Adjusted
Subject Area Freq Freq (?) Freq (0)

Disorganized 171 19.7 23.7
Nct token seriouslw 125 14.a 17.7
Training not sufficimntlW

in-depth 77 8.9 10.7
Lack of realism 76 8.8 10.5
Lack of Time 72 8.3 10.0
Lack of Equipment 56 6.S 7.8
Train too often 1 1.6 1.9
Miscellonea-s lee 14.0 17.7
No Comment 1'_t 15_.6 Missing

Total a66 100.0 100.0

TABLE *.8B

Opinions on What is the Most Favorable Aspect
of Current Prime BEEF Training

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Level of OpportinitW Freq Freq (?) Freq (%)

Field Training/
Hands on Experience 209 24.1 37.4

Training At Field t 6e 7.8 12.2
Teomwork/Esprit de Corps 5 6.5 10.5
RRR Training 56 6.5 10.0
Mission Accomplishment 56 6.5 10.0
Leadership/Supervision 44 5.1 7.9
SocuritW/Weapons Trng 25 3.2 S.0
Break in Routine 12 1.4 2.1
Miscellaneous 27 3.1 4.8
No Comment 307 3S.S Missing

Total 866 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 4.85

"Opinions an Now Tasking far Current
Training Should be Changed

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Subject Area Freq Freq (W) Freq (•)

More field training 198 22.S 36.9
Proper equipment

made more available 79 9.1 14.7
More realism 77 5.9 14.3
Recommend no changes 50 5.5 9.3
Train In other areas 30 3.5 5.5
More emphasis on

survival/weapons trng 27 3.1 5.0
More realistic RRR is 1.7 2.e
More total base involvement

in exercises 10 1.1 1.9
Miscellaneous 51 S.9 9.5
No Comment 329 40.0 Missing

Total 6-6 100.0 100.0
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U. Anialusis and Discussion

Overview

This chapter will present an in-depth discussion of the

results of the Prime BEEF attitudinal surveys. The first

five of the secondary objectives are analyzed in turn by

examining the specific survey questions which were developed

to support those research objectives. The sixth siecondarW

objective, to determine if thin offPicers and NCO's involved

in the Prime BEEF training program have differing percep-

tions of the program's adequacy, will be discussed through-

out the chapter as each survey question is analyzed. A

summary of the responses to the sixth secondary objective

completes the chapter.

As was previously mentioned, the results from each of

*the survey questions represent an aggregate of the percep-

tions of the respondents.

Research Objective *1

Determine if current Prime BEEF training is
perceived as adequate to support the anticipated
wartime and contingency tasking.

This research objective is very broad in focus and is

supported by 20 of the specific survey questions. Survey

questions 4*, 10 through 27, and 32 help to satisfy this

research objective. (The survey questions are available in

Appendix B). Each survey question highlighted a specific

aspect of the training atmosphere which impacts on how the
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training is perceived. The following areas were

specifically addressed to satisfy the research objective:

1. The guidance provided by AFR 93-3, Air Force
Civil Engir~eerinq Prime Bose Engineer
Emergency Force 'BfEETProgrom;

2. The priority Prime BEEF training is given when

compared to other civil engineering duties;

3. The effectiveness of the overnight bivouac;

It. Support for Prime BEEF training from outside
the civil engineering unit;

5. Time mode available to complete Prime BEEF
training requirements;

6. Adequacy of the training conducted in each of
the 10 different training areas.

AFR 93-3 Guidance. Analysis of the survey questions

indicates the respondents are undecided, but tend to agree,

that AFR 93-3 guidance is very adequate. Over 40% of those

responding to the question either agree or strongly agree

with the statement, with a resulting mean response of 2.67S

(Table 4.10). It is, however, troublesome to note that over

one quarter of the respondents did not know if they thought

the guidance was adequate. This fact could indicate that a

significant portion of those on Prime BEEF teams do not take

the time to discover what guidance is provided, or that they

do not hove the opportunity due to other requirements. if

this inference is correct, it suggests a need for better6

publicity of AFR 93-3 by the unit Prime BEEF section.

"Another possible inference is that the respondents know the

guidance provided in AFR 93-3, but are unsure what a real

contingency would require and therefore connot determine if

SS
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the guidance provided is adequate.

The officur/NCO subgroups hod differing opinions

concerning this question, with the NCO's toding more to

agree that the guidance is adequate. This finding could

indicate the officers are less Familiar with the regulation

than the NCO's and so are unable to make a Judgment

regarding adequacy. The results could also indicate the

officers are simply more skeptical of the guidance the

regulation provides and are unsure how adequate that gui-

dance would be in the uncertainitW of a contingency environ-

ment. Still, a majority of those who have an opinion on the

* regulation feel the guidance it provides is very adequate.

While AFR 93-3 does not go into a great deal of depth

on how the Prime BEEF training program should be run, it is

the basic regulation guiding the Prime BEEF mission. To

help meet this mission, which the regulation describes,

training programs are developed. A positive perception of

the guidance available in AFR 93-3 should therefore enhance

the impressions members have about the training programs

which it fosters.

"Prime BEEF Training Prioritu. Both Survey Questions

10 and 16 addressed this problem, with the results being

split between the two questions. Over half (57.8%) of those

responding to Question 10 either disagree or strongly dis-

agree that Prime BEEF training receives a low priority when

compared to other civil engineering duties, while only 31.0O

agree or strongly agree. Their mean response was 3.363, or
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"tend to disagree" (Table 4.11). The officer/NCO subgroups

had differing opinions on this question, with the officers

very undecided (mean of 3.042), and the NCO's more inclined

to disagree with the statement. It is interesting to note

that the officers, who should be establishing the unit

priorities, appear unsure where Prime BEEF training stands.

The results of Question 16 ore less conclusive. The

mean response (3.042) indicates the respondents ore unsure

where Prime BEEF training priority ranks compared to other

duties (Table 4.12). Nearly half (44.3%) disagree that

"routine dutit~s receive a higher priority, but the

officer/NCO split indicates officers tend to agree that

routine duties are more important.

The responses to these questions show Prime BEEF

members ore generally undecided about what priority the

training receives at their bases. The responses to both

questions displayed a strongly negative kurtosis, indicating

a flatter curve and more widely distributed replys. The

respondents overall believe that Prime BEEF training has a

high priority, but the Prime BEEF leadership (officers) are

not so sure. This uncertoinity on the part of some officers

could limit the attention the program receives and result in

a lower quality of training. A high level of priority and

interest in the Prime BEEF program may be difficult to

maintain when the wartime threat can seem so vague, yet the

day-to-day peacetime civil engineering problems are very

real. This would seem especially true in the Conus.
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The prioritu which the Prime BEEF training program

"receives at each bass could easilU influence the attitudes

i of those receiving the trainiiig. If people perceive thG

program receives a lower prioritu than other civil

engineering duties, theu are less likely to gain the full

S• benefit of the program and will therefore not be as well

prepared to perform their primarU wartime duties.

Overnight Bivouac. Surveu questions 11 and 12 sought

opinions on the quolity of the annual overnight bivouac.

The results indicate the respondents are undecided about the

realism of their bivouacs (mean response of 2.897). These

results were also true of the two subpopulations where no

significant differences exist (Table 4.13).

Responses to Question 12 are again inconclusive

concerning how much emphasis defensive training receives

during bivouacs (Table 4.i4). On this question, however,

the subgroups do differ slightly in their opinions, with the

NCO's tending to agree that defensive training does receive

a greater emphasis during bivouacs than do primary Prime

BEEF duties.

The undecided responses make it difficult to draw

conclusions. More realistic bivouac training would seem to

more adequately prepare Prime BEEF members to perform their
I

wartime tasks. Therefore, the undecided responses can

indicate the members are not quite sure what "realistic" is,

and hence are not sure if the training fits that description.
T

• ~These responses can also mean the respondents are unsu•'
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exactly what skills they can expect to need, and so cannot

assess whether or not they are being allowed to practice

them. The members appear unsure what defensive skills they

may require, so they cannot decide whether or not defensive

training is overemphasized. If the members are unsure just

what to expect in a wartime situation, then it is difficult

for them to decide if they are being adequately prepared.

Support from Outside the CE Unit. Three questions

were used to analyze opinions regarding support for Prime

BEEF training from outside the civil engineering unit. The

overall mean (2.'79) shows members tend to agree that Major

Command support of Pi-ime BEEF training is very good (Table

4.1S). The population breakdown indicates officers are

less sure how good the support is, but still, nearly half

those responding (47.7%) agree the support is very good,

while only 19.0% disagree.

The results of Question 14 indiccte members are less

sure their Wing and Base Commanders give Prime BEEF training

a 1-igh priority (Table 4.1S). The overall mean response of

2.S65 soows respondents are undecided about Wing and Base

Commander rupport, but a breakdown by subpopulation shows

officers tend to disagree that the senior base officials

actively support Prime BEEF training (mean officer response

of 3.273). One can probably expect officers to be more

knowledgable about less obvious signs of support (or lack

thereof) which Wing and Base Commanders give to Prime BEEF

training. This response could mean the officers feel
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greater pressure from Wing and Base Commanders to get

routine civil engineering jobs completed than do NCO's, so

they believe Prime BEEF training does not receive a higher

priority than do routine civil engineering requirements.

These responses are consistent with the responses to the

previous set or questions which found Prime BEEF members

undecided about what priority Prime BEEF training receives

at their respective bases.

The third question on support for Prime BEEF training

from outside the CE unit shows respondents tend to agree

(mean of 2.73B) that other base level organizations support

Prime BEEF training (Table 4.17). This support can bu criti-

cal to effective bivouacs and well-ccordinated exercises.

Positive outside support also helps Prime BEEF members feel

more like a part of the larger base team. For this question,

the officer/NCO responses were not statistically different.

When considered against the reasarch objective, one can

assume that if Prime BEEF members believe agencies outside

the civil engineering unit support their training, their

attitude toward that training will be enhanced. One can

also assume that if members receive outside support for

training, that training will be of a higher quality and will

"better prepare the member, than if training support comes

only from in-house.

An interesting pattern of responses appears to be

developing between the perceptions of the NCO's and the

officers. The general trend indicates the officers are more
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skeptical of the adequacy of the training program in the

majoritu of the areas already examined. Reasons for this

can vary considerably and will not be speculated on here,

but the pattern is already clearly established and will be

discussed throughout tho rest of the analysis.

Availability of Training Time. Question 32 found the

respondents are unsure if adequate time is made available

for Prime BEEF training (Table 4.71). The officer/NCO

comparison shows the subgroups differ in their opinions,

with the NCO's tending to agree that adequate time is

available, while the officers continue their skepticism

with an average response of undecided.

The uncertain nature of the mean response can simply be

a reflection of the fact that some bases may make adequate

time available, while some do not. The statistical

averaging procedure leaves the mean in the undecided region.

SignificantlU, however, over half (51.1%) the respondents

either agree or strongly agree that adequate time is made

available, with the most common single response being agree.

This indicntes a majority of the respondents do feel

adequate time is available for the training.

The overall central tendency of ..he respondents could,

however, also indicate Prime BEEF team members are unsure

how much time is adequate, and therefore are unsure if

the amount of time devoted to the training is adequate. This

is related to the problem of training realism, since it is

difficult to know just what the next wartime situation will
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be like. Each person's perception of the tasks he may be

faced with in a wartime situation will differ. The

respondent's unsure replies to this question moa simply

reflect te-a uncertain ncture of contingency situations.

Since a majoritW of - respondents do believe the training

time is adequate, one can infer this feeling would have a

positia effect on perceptions of the adequacy of the

training program.

Training in Specific Areas. Questions 18 through 27

sought opinions on the adequacy of Prime BEEF training to

prepare for anticipated wartime skills in each of ten

dirrere..t training areas. Also included was Question 17,

which sought opinions on the overall adequacy of Prime

BEEF training.

The respondents tended to agree the training was ade-

quate in the areas of Chemical Warfars, Prime BEEF Orienta-

tion, Rapid Runway Repair, and Weapons Training (Tables

4.19, 4.21, 4.27, and 1.28). In addition, there was no

significant difference in opinions between the two

subpopulations for these areas.

In the remaining areas, Expedient Methods, Field

Training, Government Vehicle Operation, Military Sanitation,

Security, and Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance, the

respondents were undecided about how well the training in

these areas prepared them (Tables 4.20, and 4.22 through

'.26). Only in Expedient Methods did the officers and NCO's

statisticallW differ in their opinions. Even in this case,
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however, both groups still fell within the undecided range.

If compared to the previously discussed 1988 AFIT study

on Prime BEEF training, which examined the amount of

training time spent in each area, these findings 3how the

areas respondents tend to agree are adequate have the most

home station training time devoted to them (29:1418). The

previous study did not determine the average time spent on

Prime BEEF Orientation, but the other three areas respon-

dents tend to agree have adequate training (Chemical

Warfare, RRR, and Weapons Training) ranked in the top Four

areas which had the most time devoted to them. (Personal,

Work Party, and Convoy Security Training ranked second in

average hoLrs devoted E28:1483). This finding strongly

suggests that respondents Feel more adequately prepared in

the areas which have the most training time devoted to them.

The Fact that the average respondent does not disagree

that he is adequately trained in each of the areas would

seem to indicate training in all areas is at least moderately

effective in convincing individuals they are adequately

prepared to perform wartime duties. The more time spent on

an area, the better trained an individual seems to feel.

As responses to Survey Ouesticn 17 indicate, when the

training is viewed overall, the respondents tend to agree

(mean of 2.679) that their Prime BEEF training adequately

prepares them to perform their assigned wartime and contin-

gency duties (Table 4.18). The strength of the training

received in Chemical Warfare, RRR, Prime BEEF Orientation,
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and Weapons Training, appears to dominate uncertain feelings

about training received in other areas. This increased

confidence could be attributed to the additianal training

time spent on those areas. 'idividuals maU perceive those

areas as being their 2-imary jobs when anticipated tasks are

considered, so overall, they feel adequately trained in

their primary areas. Or the response could simply mean that

while individuals may be undecided about the adequacy of the

training received in some areas, overall their training is

perceived as adequate. The oficers and NCO's differed in

their opinions of the overall training adequacy, with

officers morn undecided in their response (2.eS3 for

officers; 2.611 for NCO's). This differenze continues the

trend of other responses that officers reel less secure

about the adequacy of Prime BEEF training.

Summary of Responses to Research Objective #1. When

viewed cgainst t),a original research objective, the last

series of questions show Prime BEEF members tend to agree

they are adequately trained, especially in areas in which

the most training time is devoted. Overall, the respondents

tend to agree the guidance provided in AFR 93-3 is very

adequate. But the responses are inconclusive concerning the

priority Prime BEEF training receives when compared with

other civil engineering duties. Answers to one question

show the respondents tend to disagree that Prime BEEF

training takes a lower priority, but answers to the second

question indicate the respondents are unsure.
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"Prime BEEF members are also unsure how realistic over-

night bivouacs arc, nor are they sure if defensive trainitg

is properly emphasized when considered against other wartime

tasks. Even if it were possible to know exactly what an

actual wartime scenario would be like, it would be

difficult, if not impossible, to provide a rsalistiL. wartime

environment when bivouacs are only conducted once or twice a

year. The average response indicates members are unsure ir

they receive adequate time to train, though a slight

majority do believe the time is sufficient.

Support for training from outside agencies appears to

be positive, with the exception of the support felt from

Wing and Bass Commanders. This support should encourage

positive perceptions about the importance of the Prime BEEF

program and help to make the training more effective.

Responses to all the questions involving this research

objective displayed varying degrees of negative kurtosis,

indicating flatter than normal curves and a wide response

distribution.

Research Objective #2

Determine if the majority of Prime BEEF team
members believe current Prime BEEF training
requirements are established in the proper
priority to agree with anticipated wartime
taskings.

This research objective required first establishing

what priority the Prime BEEF team members thought the

various training areas should receive, then determining
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what priority they felt the different training areas

actually receive. Table S.1 compares the responses by

rank-ordering the ton training arms according to the mean

response given for each area. The expanded results are

presented in Tables 4.29 through 4.8.

TABLE 5.1

Comparison of Priorities for Prime BEEF Training Areas

Priority Priority
Should Actually
Receive Area Receives Area

1 Chemical Warfare 1 Chemical Warfare
2 Rapid Runway Repair 2 Weapons Training
3 Weapons Training 3 Rapid Runway Repair
4 Explosive Ord. Recon. 4 Prime BEEF Orientation
S Field Training S Field Training
5 Security Troining 6 Explosive Ord. Recon.
7 Expedient Methods 7 Security Training
B Military Sanitation B Expedient Methods
9 Prime BEEF Orientation 9 Military Sanitation

10 Gay Vehicle Operation 10 Gov Vehicle Operation

Tables S.2 and 5.3 present an expanded version of the

rank-ordered subject areas. The mode and median responses of

uuch t:aining area are also presented far comparison.

Table 5.2

Priority Training Areas Should Receive

Priority Area Mean Mode Median

1 Chemical Warfare 3.106 1 2.3S4
2 Rapid Runway Repair 3.983 2 3.286
"3 Weapons Training 4. 598 2 4.157

* Explosive Ord. Recon. S.308 3 5.060
S Field Training S. 447 7 5.$76
6 Security Training S.495 5 5. 445
7 Expedient Methods S.S4't 6 5.635
a Military Sanitation 6.563 7 6.957
9 Prime BEEF Orientation 6.74 1 10 8.013

10 Gay Vehicle Operation 7.857 10 B.740
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TABLE 5.3

Priority Training Areas Actually Receive

Priority Area Mean Mode Median

- Chemical Warfare 3.0418 1 2.225
2 Weapons Training 1.0S3 2 3.3S5
3 Rapid Runway Repair '.185 1 3.395
'1 Prime BEEF Orientation 4.424 1 3.868
5 Field Training 5.289 Lt 5.2S0
6 Explosive Ord. Recon. 6.487 9 6.626
7 Security Training 5.531 a 6.788
8 Expedient Methods 6.589 6 6.737
9 Military Sanitation 7.071 9 7.398

10 Gay Vehicle Operation 7.104 10 7.70S

The comparison indicates Prime BEEF members generally

believe the different training areas are given the proper

priority. The one major mxception to this situation is the

priority Prime BEEF Orientation receives. The respondents

believe it should receive a low priority (9), but the per-

ception is that it receives a considerably higher priority

(4). This difference could be attributed to the fact that

Prime BEEF Orientation is the only area which does not

require hands-on training. For this reason, the lesson is

fairly easy to administer, and permits the inclusion of

many slides and movies which enhance the classroom

presentation. Members may perceive that lessons in this

area, which are relatively simple to understand, seem to

have a greater priority since they are easy to administer

and are therefore offered frequently. This perception may

be a result of the type of lesson material and the frequency

with which it is covered.

The breakdown of responses by subpopulation can best be
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presented and discussed bu first displaying the rank ordered

areas an determined by the mean responses of the officers

and NCO's. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 show the priorities the

subpopulations feel the areas should receive, and as theu

perceive the areas actually ore ranked.

TABLE 5.4

Prioritu Training Areas Should Receive
(as determined by subpopulation muons)

Officers NCO's

Prioritu Area Moan Priority Area Mean

1 RRR 3.150 1 Chem Warfare 2.35S
2 Chem Warfare 3.517 2 Weapons Trng. 4.204
3 Exp. Methods 4.S35 3 RRR 4.329
.. Field Trng. 5.120 4 Explo. Ord. Recon. 5.279
5 Weapons Trng. S.248 S Security Trng. 5.302
6 Explo. Ord. Recon. S.423 6 Field Trng. 5.603
7 Security Trng. 5.919 7 Exp. Methods 5.913
8 PB Orientation 6.631 8 Mil. Sanitation 6.52i
9 Mil. Sanitation 7.069 9 PS Orientation 6.762

10 Gov. Uuh. Oper. 8.172 10 Goy. Ueh. Oper. 7.714

TABLE 5.5

Priority Training Areas Actually Receive

(as determined by subpopulation means)

Officers NCO's

Priority Area Mean Priority Area Mean

1 Chum Warfare 2.996 1 Chem Warfare 3.048
"2 RRR 3.772 2 Weapons Trng. 142
"3 Weapons Trng. 3.775 3 PB Orientation 4.261
"" PB Orientation 4.844 4 RRR 4.366
5 Field Trng. 5.055 S Field Trng. 5.397
6 Security Trng. 6.523 6 Expla. Ord. Recon. 6.489
7 Explo. Ord. Recon. 6.638 7 Exp. Methods 6.531
8 Exp. Methods 6.786 B Security Trng. 6.550
9 Gay. Ueh. Opur. 6.786 9 Mil. Sanitation 6.816

10 Mil. Sanitation 7.656 10 Soy. Ueh. Oper. 7.236
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Summaru of Responses to Research Objective #2. The two

subpopulations differ most in their opinions of what

priority the different training areas should receive, and

differ relatively little in their perceptions of what

priority the areas actually receive. The greatest 3ingle

difference appears with the different opinions on what

priority Expedient Methods should receive. The officers

rate it fairly high (3), while the NCU's rate it more in the

middle (7). A possible reason for this result could be that

the NCO's feel confident in their ability to perform the

tasks required in this area and therefore feel less of a

* need to practice the procedures. The officers, in turn, may

feel a greater need to exercise the skills used in Expedient

Methods and therefore feel it should be practiced more

often. When viewed overall, however, the various areas

generally appear to receive the priority which the Frime

BEEF team members believe they should.

Research Objective #3

Determine if the individual Prime BEEF team
members believe they receive adequate hands-on
training to prepare them for their anticipated
wartime tasking.

Survey Question 33 was specifically designed to answer

this research objective. As indicated in Chapter IV, survey

respondents were undecided (mean of 2.917) about whether or

not the hands-on training they receive both at their home

station and at Field 4 adequately prepares them to perform

their Prime BEEF duties (Table 4.72). Though the subpop-
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.. ulations hod statisticolly different opinions, the mean

.. responses of both these groups still Fell in the undecided

range.

When responses to this question are compared with those

of previously discussed Survey Question 17, which asked if

the overall training was perceived as adequate, one clear

inference is that the classroom addition to the hands-on

training provided in the various areas helps Prim. BEEF team

members feel more qualified. The responses to Question 17

showed the respondents tended to c;ree the overall training

is adequate, while responses to Question 33 indicate they

* are unsure if the hands-on portion is sufficient. The

apparent positive effect of the classroom training is

encouraging to note for educators, but must be balanced with

actual hands-on practice time.

Surveu Questions 30 and 31 also help to answer this

- research objective by indicating what training areas seem to

* be lacking in adequate equipment or actual physical areas in

which to train.

The results show over 75S of the respondents feel they

have adequate equipment in each of the areas except

Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance (58.'), Expedient Methods

* (69.S%.), and Rapid Runway Repair (SO.'r) (Tables 4.49

* through '.5S). Clearly, to properly practice the various

• .procedures used in the different training areas, adequate

.- equipment must be made available. The encouraging results

. ,indicate adequate equipment is available for most people in
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a maJoritW of the areas. Still, Explosive Ordnance

Reconnaissance and Rapid Runway Repair, which respondents

believe should receive a high priority in the training

program, suffer From a lack oF proper equipment. IF more

equipment can be made available For these areas, confidence

in training should improve.

Having adequate space For hands-on training seemed less

of a problem, with at least 75% of the respondents reporting

adequate training space For each of the different areas

(Tables 4.60 through 4.70). Over half the respondents feel

"they have adequate space For practice of all the training

areas.

Summary oF Responses to Research Objective #3. The

results indicate that while adequate space is available For

most training Functions, and adequate equipment is a problem

in only a Few areas, Prime BEEF members are still unsure if

they receive adequate hands-on training to Feel confident to

perform their wartime duties. This feeling could possibly

be related to the amount of time made available, since

members were unsure if they had adequate time to practice

their training requirements. In total, however, problems

with equipment and physical training space scem to affect

only a limited number of individuals and can, in the minds

"oF most respondents, be ruled out.
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Research Objective #_

Determine if Prime BEEF team members believe the
training conducted by the AFESC at Eglin AFB
provides adequate opportunities for practicing the
"Prime BEEF mission.

Survey Questions 34 through 40 were designed to help

i answer this research objective. If respondents hod never

attended the training at Field 4, Eglin AFB, they were asked

to ignore the questions in this section of the survey.

The results of Survey Question 34 show over two-thirds

of the respondents have attended Prime BEEF training at

Field 4 (Table 4.73), with e2.4% having been once or twice

within the post four years (Table 4.74). AFR 93-3 indicates

the desired attendence rate of Prime BEEF members is once

every 24 months (7:23), so it appears the vast majority of

bases are meeting that desired rate. A few individuals

reported attending more than three times within the post

four years. This reported deviation in attendance is,

however, very limited.

Survey Question 35 sought opinions on the perceived

value of the training conducted at Field 4, with the over-

* whelming response being Wes, the training is valuable. Over

89% of the respondents either disagreed or strongly

disagreed that the trainLng was not verU valuable (Table

'.75), with a mean response of '.237 (disagree). The

subpopulation breakdown indicated a statistical difference

of opinion between the two groups, but their mean responses

* still fell within the some response range (disagree).
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Positive impressions of the Field 4 training also surfaced

in the responses to the open-ended questions, where many

respondents felt the most favorable aspect of Prime BEEF

training was the instruction provided at Eglin (Table 4.84).

Since current Prime BEEF guidance encourages ottendence

once every two Wears, Survey Question 36 sought opinions on

how often members felt they should attend to receive optimum

benefit from the program. The mean response of 2.618

indicates the respondents tend to agree that optimum benefit

would reuiqie attendence more Frequently than every two

Wears (Table 4.76). Over half (56.5%) of the respondents

either agreed or strongly agreed more frequent attendence

would be beneficial, with no statistical difference of

opinion between the subpopulations. These responses

indicate manu Prime BEEF members feel the training is

effective and that they would benefit from greater exposure

to the more specialized programs. When considered against

the research objective, the opportunities appear to be

adequate, but additional chances to attend the specialized

training would be welcomed. The obvious constraints at this

point are time and money.

Many times training programs offered on the same

subjects but in different locations do not mesh well due to

duplication of effort or considerable difference in

techniques. Responses to Survey Question 37 indicate Prime

BEEF members agree that the training at Field 4 effectively

compliments Home Station Training (Table '.77). The
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subpopulationr displayed a difference of opinion, with the

officers more convinced than the NCO.'s that Field 4 training

blends well with the training offered at the home station.

While it is difficult to surmise from this question alone

whether or not Field 4 training provides adequate oppor-

tunities to practice the mission, the data clearlU indicates

Eglin AFB training has a positive influence on the overall

training program and does provide other opportunities to

practice the Prime BEEF mission.

Survey Question 38 sought opinions on what would be the

optimum length of training program at Field 4. The majority

of the respondents (SB.6%) felt the program should remain

the same length (Table 4.78), while 36.6% felt it should be

mode longer. Of those who recommended the length be

changed, the common response was to lengthen the program to

ten days (Table 4.79). The subpopulations aiffered slightly

in their opinions on this question, with the officers

tending more to feel the program should remain the some

length. This question shows that for most respondents, the

program is about the right length. For most respondents

then, opportunities to practice the Prime BEEF mission are

not hampered by the length of the program. Still, better

than a third would like to see the program li.:gthened.

Many formal training programs are very structured and

afford little opportunity for the trainee leaders to

practice their creativity or leadership skills, qualities

which will be in high demand during wartime situations.
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Responses to Survey Question 39 indicate a mojority (61.8%)

of the Prime BEEF members who hove attended the Field 4

program believe it allows ample opportunity for supervisors

to practice their leadership skills (Table 4.80). Also an

important part of the Field 4 program is the opportunity

equipment operators have to practice with the various types

of machinery required in a contingency environment but which

may not be available at their home station. Responses to

Survey Question 40 indicate a majority of all the respon-

dents believe the equipment operators receive adequate

hands-on time to feel comfortable with their responsibil-

ities (Table 4.81). These responses were further analyzed

by determining the opinions of those whose primary specialty

is Pavements and Construction Equipment. The majority of

this subgroup (62.1%) also felt Field 4 provided enough

hands-on time for equipment operators. While no clear

majority surfaces from the responses to these two questions,

the answers are again a positive indication that the program

does provide opportunities to practtca the Primr BEEF

mission.

Summary of Responses to Research Objective #4. The

clear tendency of the responses to questions on Field 4

training indicates Prime BEEF members believe the training

program offered there is worthwhile and should be continued.

The respondents tend to agree they would better benefit from

the program if they could attend more often than every two

Wears, but the mujority do not see a need to lengthen the
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course. The training appears to bland well with home

station training, and members are able to practice

leadership and equipment operation skills while attending

the program.

The impact of the specialized Field 4 training seems

therefore to be quite positive. The respondents seem to

feel the program offers adequate opportunities to practice

the Prime BEEF mission.

Research Objective #S

Establish what specific amendments Prime BEEF team
members believe should be made in the Prime BEEF
trvining program to better prepare them for their
mission.

Answers to this research objective were obtained

through responses to the open-ended questions. Answers to

Survey Question 41 resulted in seven areas which more than

one respondent indicated should be added to the Prime BEEF

training program (Table 4.82).

The single most common response was a desire for more

improved security training. While not a new training area

for Prime BEEF, the comments indicated the respondents felt

current security training is inadequate to meet anticipated

needs. Of those who answered this question, 26.1% felt

security training needed improvement, but this represents

only 8.2% of the usable surveys returned.

Other areas which the respondents felt should be added

to or amended in the existing Prime BEEF program included

more practice in contingency engineering, RRR training using
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the latest techniques, formal officer training in Prime BEEF

subjects before assignment to a regular unit, knowledge of

each bose's planned deployment site, formal communications

training, and training in base denial techniques.

Although fewer than one-third of the survey respondents

answered this question, those who did answer offer several

areas which should be considered for addition to the Prime

BEEF curriculum. A representative sampling of the responses

to this survey question is provided in Appendix C.

Survey Ouestions *2 and *3 sought opinions on what the

biggest problem is with Prime BEEF training, and what

comprises the most favorable element of the current

training. A summary of the responses appears in Tables 4.83

and 4.84.

The two areas most often mentioned as problems were

apparent disorganization and a sense of the program not

being taken seriously. Nearly a F!Fth of those answering

tha survey stated Prime BEEF training frequently appeared

disorganized and seemed to waste a considerable amount of

time. It is possible that placing the program under the

direct supervision of a more senior officer in the squadron

could alleviate some of the upparent confusion. Also

possible is the fact that many contingency situations will,

at times, appear disorganized simply because they are

impossible to fully plan to the final d3tail. This will

most certainly be the case in wartime.

Of the total number of survry respondents, 14.8% felt
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the orogram was not taken sariouslu. These comments were

aimed ct everW level of the Prime BEEF program, From the

Base Civil Engineer down through the training instructors to

the lowest airman. These respondents felt the time spent in

training was simply filling a square and that the program

did not receive the attention it should. These responses

could also indicate a need for more attention to the program

by senior squadron officers. Selected responses to this

question are available in Appendix C.

On the positive side, Prime BEEF members Celt field

training and its resulting opportunities for hands-on

exparience were the most favorable aspect of the training.

Nearly a quarter of the survey ruspondentu highlighted this

portion of the training, with the secon~d ,...3st commonly

mentioned response being the traini;j offered at Field If,

which also emphasizes hands-on experience. Also mentioned

numerous times was the esprit de corps which the teamwork

demanded in Prime BEEF helps provide. Respordents Felt many

other aspects of t},e prograrn were positive. A selection of

these responses appears in Appendix C.

Comments on the positive and negativ- aspects of Prime

BEEF clearly can affect amendments to the program. But the

final survey question sought opinions on how the current

training program should be changed. Again surfacing in

these responses were calls for more field training and more

program realism (Table 4.8S). These comments closely

parollel the previous high praise for hands-on training and
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the criticism for the apparent ambivalence with which some

people treat the program. It would seem these two areas

especially should receive close consideration if amendments

to the program are possible. Representative comments are*

available in Appendix C.

Research Objective #6

Determine if the officers and NCO's involved in
the training program hove differing perceptions
regarding the program adequacy.

Analysis of this research objective has been reported

throughout the chapter: there is a difference in perceptions

of the program's adequacy between the officers und the

NCO's. As a group, the officers appear to be more skeptical

of the program's adequacy and tend to a more undecided

response on many of the questions. The NCO's seem to have a

more positive perception of the program's adequacy and

display a greater confidence that the methods and techniques

being taught will properly prepare them for a contingency

situation.

A possible explanation for this could be the relative

age of the two groups. The largest majority of the officer

respondents (la) were 1st and 2nd Lieutenants, who

normally have no more than Four years of service and usually

are in their early to middle twenties. This contrasts with

the largest NCO response group, the E-7's, E-6's, and E-S's,

who can have anywhere from five to twenty-plus years of

service. These individuals are somewhat older than the
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largust officer group which responded, and can be expected

to bring a mare practiced sum to the contingency situotion.

The NCO's have the benefit of having rec•ived Prime BEEF

training at several different bases over an extended period

of time, and can thereform draw upon more experience when

the need arises. The skepticism of the officers maW

generaolU reflect a lock of experience when compared to the

NCO's, but is usuallU overcome by the new knowledge and

enthusiasm which the Junior officers bring to the program.
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IU. Conclusions and Recommendations

"Overview

"This chapter provides a summary of the conclusions

which can be drawn from this study on Prime BEEF training.

Also presented ore recommendations for further enhancement

of the Prime BEEF training program, and suggestions for

further research.

Conclusions

Prime BEEF members are undecided, but terd to agree,

that they ore adequately trained to perform their assigned

wartime and contingencW duties. Of the ten different

training areas, the members feel most adequately trained in

chemical warfare, Prime BEEF orientation, rapid runway

repair, and the use of weapons. They are undecided on how

well trained they feel in the other training areas, which

include expedient methods, f&old training, government

vehicle operation, military sanitation, security, and

explosive ordnance reconnaissance.

The respondents tend to agree the program guidance

provided in AFR 93-3 is very adequate. While troublesome to

note that over one quarter of the respondents did not know

if they felt the guidance provided in AFR 93-3 was adequate,

over 40% of those responding felt the regulation supported

the program well. The flnding that over one fourth of the

members do not know if the guidance is adequate may indicate
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"' that either the respondents need to gain a better knowledge

of the regulation, or that they are unsure of the wartime

situations with which they will be faced and therefore

"* cannot make an assessment regarding the regulation's

". adequacy.

Also supporting the results which indicate Prime BEEF

*. members are unsure if they are adequately trained were

" r esponses which indicated members are uncertain what

priority Prime BEEF training receives at their current

bases. This uncertaintw indicates Prime BEEF training maw

not receive the prioritw at the bose level which senior Air

Force Civil Engineering leaders say it should. Members are

also unsure if their overnight bivouacs are realistically

conducted or if defensive training receives too much

* emphasis while on the bivouacs. The uncertain responses

again maw indicate that members are not sure what a

-'" contingency situation will be like and therefore cannot

assess whether or not the bivouacs are realistic. Since our

most Lecent actual wartime environment (Vietnam) is more

than ten Wears post, many current Prime BEEF members have

little or no experience in an actual wartime or contingency

environment and mow therefore feel uncomfortable assessing

the adequacy of their training.

The respondents generallw believe the Prime BEEF

program receives adequate support from the major commands,

as well as from other units on the base. Members appear

less sure their Wing and Base Commanders give the program a
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high priority. Support For the program From these senior

base leaders is important to help maintain morale and

,, encourage an active, productive program. IF members

"perceive the program is strongly supported by other portions

*• of the air base community, they nre more likely to feel

their role is an important part of the overall base mission.

"This type oF support may help to create a better learning

- environment and may result in better trained Prime BEEF team

members.

The average Prime BEEF member surveyed is undecided

whether or not he receives adequate time to practice the

- Prime BEEF mission, but the most common single response to

" this question indicates members do believe they receive

- suFFicient time. A 198' AFIT study Found that training

times varied significantly within and between Air Force

major commands (28:147). These widely varying training

times, coupled with the uncertainity oF whether or not

*- adequate time is made available, would seem to indicate a

.- need for measurable performance standards, with corre-

*- sponding recommended training times to achieve these

standards.

Prime BEEF members do believe the majority oF the

current training requirements are established in the properS

priority to agree with anticipated wartime taskings. Table

"6.1 indicates the priority which Prime BEEF members feel the

training areas should receive, and also tha priority which

*i they believe each area actually receives.
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TABLE 6.1

Comparison of Priorities for Prima BEEF Training Areas

SPriority Priorlty
Should Actuallu
Receive Area Receives Area

1 Chemical Warfare 1 Chemical Warfare
2 Rapid Runway Repair 2 Weapons Training
3 Weapons Training 3 Rapid RunwaW Repair
,* Explosive Ord. Recon. 4 Prime BEEF Orientation
S Field Training 5 Field Training
6 Security Training 6 Explosive Ord. Recon.
7 Expedient Methods 7 Security Training
8 Military Sanitation B Expedient Methods
9 Prime BEEF Orientation 9 Military Sanitation

10 Gov Vehicle Operation 10 Goy Vehicle Operation

Only Prime BEEF Orientation receives a considerably

higher priaritU than members believe it should. The other

nine training ureas appear to be appropriately ranked, based

"* upon the priority that members believe the areas should

receive.

Prime BEEF members are ondecided whether or not thew

receive adequate hands-on training to prepare them for their

anticipated wartime tasking. The uncertain response in this

area may indicate the classroom addition to hands-on

training helps them feel more qualified, since overall they

Stend to agree theW are adequately trained. Relating to the

adequacy of hcnds-on training, over 7500 of the respondents

*• believe they have adequate equipment to practice the Prime

"BEEF mission in all areas except explosive ordnance

* reconnaissance, raptd runway repair, and expedient methods.

•lso, over 7S• of the respondents believe their base has

adequate training space to practice all of the different
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training areas. Thus, while adequate equipment and space

are not perceived problems by most Prime BEEF members, many

do feel they lack adequate equipment to train in two of the

areas rated high in priority, rapid runway repair and

explosive ordnance reconnaissance.

The respondents clearly believe the training conducted

by the Air Force Engineering and Services Center at Field *,

"Eglin AFB FL, is beneficial and provides adequate opportun-

ities to practice the Prime BEEF mission. Over 80 of the

survey respondents have attended Field 4 training within the

post four Wears, and over 89% of those who have attended

believe the training is very valuable. The members tend to

agree they could best benefit from the program if they were

allowed to attend more often than every two wears, and they

also believe the training program effectively compliments

home station training. Most respondents felt the program

should remain the some length, but a significant number,

36.6%, believe it should be made longer. Nearly two-thirds

of those who have attended the training believe supervisors

receive adequate opportunities to practice their leadership
I

skills, and that equipment operators receive enough hands-on

"time with the heavy equipment.

The respondents offered a wide .ariety of suggestions

for amending the current Prime BEEF program to help them be

better prepared to accomplish their mission. The most

common request was fir improved security training, withI

other areas mentioned including more practice in
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contingency engineering, practice with the latest RRR

techniques, formal officer training in Prime BEEF subjects,

more training for the specific base of planned deployment,

and instruction in base denial technique-. Members

complained of the program's apparent disorganization and a

sense that it was not taken seriously by many of those

involved, but felt the hands-on training opportunities

offered by field training, and the esprit do corps which the

program helps to build are the most positive aspects of the

program. The most common requests for change sought more

opportunities for field training and greater program

realism.

The officer and NCO respondents generallW differed in

their opinions of how adequately the training program meets

mission needs. As a group, the officers appear to be more

skeptical of the training program's adequacy, and tend to a

more undecided response on menu of the questions. Reasons

for this may vary, but a strong influence could be the age

and corresponding experience level of the respondents. The

group of NCO's survayed generally have more time in the

service and can therefore call upon more experience in the

contingency field to meet mission requirements. This level

of experience is generally less true of the officers

surveyed, since the largest single officer response group,

Lieutenants, rarely have more than four Wears of service.
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Recommendations

The results of this study find members are not sure how

adequate their training is, but tend to ogres they are

adequately trained. While perceptions of adequacy do not

necessarily equate to levels of performance, perceptions of

o program's adequacy can influence how well an individual

learns from the training. Improvements in the following

areas should help raise members' perceptions of how well

they are trained.

1. The priority of the Prime BEEF Program must be

made clear to all boss personnel to ensure the program

receives the proper attention. The importance of Prime BEEF

training must be emphasized, in both word and deed, by

senior bass leaders, and obvious support given to it by

other base agencies. Air Force Civil Engineers must develop

o more aggressive public relations program to encourage Air

Force-wide support.

2. The priority placed on the Prime BEEF

Orientation training area should be reduced to better

reflect thn actual emphasis it would receive in a wartime

situati•. The time made available could be put to better

use on the other training areas.

3. Every effort should be made to provide Prime

BEEF members witý' as much hands-on experience as is

possible. Deployments and exercises provide the most

realist.- training and should be taken advantage of whenever

possible.
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4. The tratning program offered at Field 4,

Eglin AFE, should be continued and expanded to accomodate

more personnel more often. The program has a very positive

effect on almost all who attend it, and provides a strong

foundation for all Prime BEEF members. Similar permanent

training areas should be developed in each of' the overseas

theaters.

Recommendations for Further Study

1. A study should be undertaken to determine how much

training time is necessary to adequately train for the

various Prime BEEF specialities. This would be ideally

performed at the specialized AFESC training site at Eglin

AFB FL. Once a standard is established, this time must be

made available on a consistant basis for all those in Prime

BEEF. The additional time devoted to Prime BEEF training may

require procurement of added manpnwer allocations so that

the day-to-day requirements will not suffer.

2. Further stjdy should be made into the differences

in contingency training for officers and NCO's. The

differences in perceptions highlighted by this study raise

the question of why these perceptions exist. IF the

officers are justified in their more skeptical view of the

training, then perhaps an improved training program is

warranted. However, if the officer perceptions are

unfounded, their more negative opinions could affect how

Prime BEEF teams are led in the field, and could hLve a
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negative effect on team capabilities.

3. A comparative study should be made between Prime

BEEF member's perception of training adequacy and their

corresponding measured performance. This could best be

accomplished at Field 4, but could also be a performed as

part o, major field exercises. If, as previous research

suggests, attitudes toward training do affect future

performance, the Air Force mest make a concerted effort to

bolster Prime BEEF member attitudes toward their training so

they may gain the most benefit possible Frsm the programs.

Such a study will require the establishment of performance

standards.

4. A study similar to the one described in this thesis

should be undertaken in the near future to try and assess

whether or not members helieve any progress has been made in

the program.
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Appendix A: Definitions

1. PB-i (Engineer Management Team). A team composed

of 13 members possessing "engineering skills capable of

providing key base civil engineering management For force

beddown, operations and maintenance (0&M), emergency and

Follow-on war damage repair (WOR) operations, and

material and equipment acquisition at collocated operating

bases (COBs), Forward operating locations (FOLs), and bare

bases (BUs)" (7:14,46).

2. P8-2 (Basic Support Team). A team composed of 45

members possessing "engineering skills capable of providing

Force beddown using expedient or existing Facilities, O&M

support For fccilities and utilities during contingencies,

and emergency and follow-on WDR. . . This team can fully

support a SSO-person encampment using Harvest Eagle assets.

. . The P8-2 augments PB-3 and PB-4 teams For rapid runway

repair (RRR) operations" (7:14,477-46).

3. PB-3 (Limited Support Team). Similar to a P8-2

team, but smaller in size. Composed of 2S members, "this

team can fully support a 275 person encampment using Harvest

Eagle assets. . . It also augments P8-2 and PB-* teams For

RRR operations" (7:14,49).
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4. PB-* (RRR Equipment Operator Team). A 12 member

team of "pavement and construction equipment personnel which

provides heavy equipment operations support during RRR,

other emergency and follow-on rapair actions, and force

beddown" (7:1L,SO).

S. PB-6, 7, and B (Fire Protection Teams). Composed

of 3 member, 12 member, and 3 member teams respectively,

these teams provide fire fighting capability and

rescue/fire-supression command and control (7:14,S1).

6. PB-9 through 2S (Speciality Teams). Composed of 3

members each, these tz. "-,gment PB-i, P8-2, and/or PB-3

teams to provide additional capability for expedient

beddown, repair and O&M support operations" (7:1S). These

teams come from the Following specialities (7:S2):

Officer Engineering Assistant
Production Control Interior Electric
Exterior Electric Power Production
Refrigeration Liquid }.iels
Heating Controls
Equipment Operations Structures
Mason Metals
Plumbing Entomology
Environmental

7. Base Civil Engineer (BCE). "Responsible for all

aspects of the base civil engineering organization's

peacetime and wartime missions, including the overall

management of the Prime BEEF program and has supervisory

control over the Operations Branch Chief" (21:18).
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B. Operations Branch Chief (OBC). "Has direct control

over the majority of the base civJI engineering

organization's workforce that has mobility positions . . .

and has supervisory control over the Prime BEEF manager"

(21:18-19).

9. Prime BEEF Managers. "Responsible for the

management of all aspects of the Prime BEEF program"

(21:19).

10. Harvest Bare. "Nickname for an air transportable

pac!:age of soft and hard wall shelters and equipment

designed to support operational squadrons and personnel

under bare base conditions. . . Intended to provide a broad

bass of logistics support for sustained operatiors" (7:39).

11. Harvest Eagle. Similar to Ha-vest Bare, but

designed to suppor . a smaller contingent of personncl

(7: 40) .
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Appendix B: Attitudinal Surveu

D"ARTUM C0W TM AM POO

."4ATT•nmoN AM POS saft 90

ArU AFIT/LS (Capt William C. Morris, AV 785-721Z)
aac, Survey on Perception of Prime BEEF Training (USAF SCN 85-31)

,' Prime BEEF Teem Member

1. We have selected you to participate in an Air Forceresearch project which is important to Air Force civil engineers."We will use your responses to the questions in the attached
-� survey to determin- how individual Prime BEEF members perceive"the adequacy of their Prime BEFF training. Your perception ofhow well Prime PEEF training prepares you to perform your war-time or contingency task is significant to those who design thetraining. Since Prime BEEF training has undergone some majorrevisions in the recent past, we want to know what you think

about the current training program.

2. We ask that you be among those who will take about 25 minutes"to provide this important Prime BEEF training information.
Please answer each question as accurately and truthfully as possible.All responses will be held confidential, and no attempt will bemade to identify any individual with specific survey respor.ses.Of course, your participation is totally voluntary.

3. This survey has been approved (USAF SCN 85-31) by
Headquarters AFXPC/.VCyPS.

14. Please return the completed survey form in the envelope
provided within one week of receipt. W" appreciate your help inthis important project.

LARR SITH. Colonel. USAF 2 AtchDe I. Questionnaire
o ytems and Logistics 2. Return envelope

AW 9OC1 -A G4NA WAY O0 itq

' - • 1 3 4
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SUR"r! QURtSflOl

1. Current grade (Military only)

0-5 0-1 - ,. Other (please
0-4 E-9 specify)
0-3 r-8
0-2 E-7, r-6, E-5

Ir you are an 4CO, skip directly to question 3.

2. What position do you hold within Base Civil Engineering?

Base Civil Engineer Prime Beef Manager
Chief of Operations __--Other (please specify)

If you are an officer, skip directly to question 4.

3. Which section is your primary speciality?

Electrical Pavements and
Mechanical Construction Equipment
Structural Sanitation

Other (please-specify)

4. The Prime BEEF training guidance currently provided in AFR 93-3
is very adequate.

Strongly _Agree _ eithor Agree -Disagree -Strongly

Agree nor Disagree Disagree

I Don't Knov

5. Is your current assignment in the Conus or non-Conus?

Conus _ on-Conus

6. To what major Air Force command are you assigned?

AFLC AU AFSC
ATC USAFE MAC
SAC AAC TAC
PACAF - Other (please speciffy_"

". How much time (to the nearest month) do you have on station at
your current duty location?

months

1
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"3. To what Prime BEEF team (or, if overseas, theater Prime BEEF team)
are you currently assigned?

"Conue
"Core Team (PB-i through PB-4)
Special Team (PB-9 through PB-26)

Non-Conus
PROF Team (Primary Recovery and Operations Force)
Theater Mobile Team
Theater RRR Team

Other (please specify)

9. Approximately how many people (military only) are assigned to
your civil engineering squadron?

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with the
following statements. Please basi your opinion on the Prime BEEF
training as it is conducted AT YOUR CURRENT DUTY STATION. Indicate
your answer by checking the response you choose. fe need your
professional opinion, not necessarily what the answer "ought" to be.

10. Compared to other civil engineering requirements at my current
base, Prime BEEF training receives a low priority.

Strongly Agree _Neither Agree Disagree -Strongly
Agree nor Disagree Disagree

11. My base's annual overnight bivouac is realistically conducted and
"allows me to practice the skills I expect to need in a wartime or
contingency situation.

"Strongly Agree _Neither Agree -Disagree -Strongly
Agree nor Disagree Disagree

My base does not have an annual bivouac.)

12. While on annual overnight bivouac, greater emphasis is placed on
defensive training than on practice of my anticipated primary
Prime BEEF duties.

Strongly Agree Neither Agree Disagree Strongly
Agree nor Disagree Disagree

My base does not have an annulal bivouac.)

13. Major command (for example, TAC, MAC, USAFE, etc.) support of
Prime BEEF training at my base is very good.

Strongly Agree _Neither Agrie Disagree Strongly
Agree nor Disagree Disagree

1 3S
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* i1. The Base and Wing Commanders actively support the Prime BIEM
training program by giving its training requirements high
priority compareA to other civil engineering requirements.

Strongly Agree Neither Agree Disagree Strongly
Agree nor Disagree Disagree

15. Other base level organizations (e.g., Security Police, Base
Hospital, Base Operations, etc.) adequatoly support Prime BEEF
training at this base.

Strongly Agree Neither Agree Disagree Strongly
Agree nor Disagree Disagree

16. Routine duties at this base receive a higher priority than Prime
BEEF training.

_Strongly Agree __Neither Agree __.Disagree ___Strongly
Agree nor Disagree Disagree

17. The overall Prime BEEF training conducted at IZ current
assignment adequately prepares ne to perform my assigned wartime
and contingency duties.

Strongly Agree Neither Agree Diagree Strongly
Agree nor Disagree Disagree

The Prime BE training I receive in each the specific areas listed below
(Questions 18 through 27) adequately prepares me to perform my anticipated tasks in

* a wartime situation. (I!sinrg the scale below, indicate your level of agreement with
the above statement by circling the appropriate number below each subject area.)

"I" Strongly 02" Agree *36 Neither Agree "4" Disagree 050 Strongly
Agree nor Disagree Disagree

18. Chemical Warfare 19. Expedient Methods

- 2 ---2-- 3 ----- 4 ------ 5 1----. 2 --.-- 3 ------ 4 ------ 5

20. Prime BEEF Orientation 21. ?ield Training

S1------ 2 -- 3--- 3 ------ 4 ------ 5 1-----2 ------ 3 ------ 4 ------ 5

22. Government Vehicle Operation 23. Military Sanitation

1 ------ 2 ------ 3 ------ 4 ------ 5 1 ------ 2 ------ 3 ------ 4 ------ 5

24. Personal, Work Party, and 25. Explosive Ordnance
Convoy Security Reconnaissance

"1 ---- 2 -- 3 ------ 4 ------ 5 1-----2 ------ 3 ------ 4 ------ 5

"26. Rapid Runway Repair 27. Weapons Training

1----2 -- 3 ----- 4 ------ 5 1 ------ 2 ------ 3 ------ 4 ------ 5
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23. The following list represents the current Prime BEEF training
requirements as defined in AFR 93-3. Rank order the items to
reflect which one you think SHOULD receive the highest training
priority, second highest training priority, etc. (Highest
priority a 1; lowest priority a 10.)

"Chemical Warfare Military Sanitation
-Explosive Ordnance Personal, Work Party, and

Reconnaissance Convoy Security
Expedient Methods Priie REEF Orientation

-Field Training ___Rapid Runway Repair
Government Vehicle Operation __Weapons Training

29. The Prime BEEF training requirements are again listed below.
Please rank order the traininR requirements according to the
emphasis you feel they ACTUALLY receive at your current base.
(Greatest emphasis a 1; least emphasis - 10.)

Chemical Warfare Military Sanitation
"Explosive Ordnance -Personal, Work Party, and

Reconnaissance Convoy Security
Expedient Methods Prime BEEF Orientation
Field Training -_Rapid Runway Repair
Government Vehicle Operation ¶!eapons Training

30. Some bases may lack the proper equipment to effectively train for
the various Prime BEEF requirements. Please check the training
requirement(s) listed below in which you feel your current base
LACKS the proper equipment for effective home station training.

Chemical Warfare Military Sanitation
-Explosive Ordnance _Personal, Work Party, and

Reconnaissance Convoy Security
Expedient Methods -Prime BEEF Orientation
"Field Training Rapid Runway Repair
Government Vehicle Operation ___Weapons Training

My base has adequate equipment for all requirements.

"31. Some bases may lack suitAble training areas to effectively
practice the various Prime BEEF training requirements. Please
check the training requirement(s) listed below in which you feel
your current base LACKS suitable areas for effective home
station training.

Chemical Warfare Military Sanitation
"Explosive Ordnance __Personal, Work Party, and

Reconnaissance Convoy Security
Expedient Methods Prime BEEF Orientation
Field Training Rapid Runway Repair
Government Vehicle Operation Weapons Traiina

My base has adequate areas ivailable for all requirements.
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32. We have adequate tiue made available at my current duty station to
couplete our Prime BEEF training requirements.

Strongly Agree _Neither Agree Disagree IStrongly
Agree nor Disagree Disagree

33. The combined hands-on training I receive for my speciality area
from both my home station and from Field 4 at Eglin AFH makes me
confident that I am adequately trained to perform the duties of
my assigned Prime BEEF team.

Strongly __.Agree Neither Agree _Disagree -Strongly
Agree nor Disagree Disagree

34. Have you ever participated in the Prime BEEF training conducted at

the AFESC Contingency Training Site (Field 4) at Eglin AFB?

No If No, please skip to Question 41.

Yes If Yes, how many times within the last four years? -

Questions 35 through 40 refer to the training conducted at Eglin
AFB, Field 4, and do NOT refer to training conducted at your
current station. Please answer questions 35 through 40 based on
your most recent visit.

35. The training conducted by the Air Force Engineering an'd ervices
Center (AFESC) at Eglin AFB is not very valuable.

V Strongly ___Agree Neither Agree -Disagree Strongly
Agree nor Disagree Disagree

36. Optimum benefit from the Prime BEEF training conducted at Eglin
would require attendance more frequently than once every two years.

-- Strongly Agree Neither Agree Disagree -Strongly
Agree nor Disngree Disagree

37. The Prime BEEF training conducted at Eglin effectively compliments
the training which is conducted at my home station.

-Strongly Agree Neither Agree -Disagree -Strongly
Agree nor Disagree Disagree

38. Should the training conducted at Eglin be made shorter, longer, or
remain the same?

Shorter (If shorter, what. length should it be?
Three days -7 Four days)

Longer ( -flonger, how lon-g should it be?
Ten days Two weeks _Three weeks)

Remain th-osame

1
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39. Do supervisors receive ample opportunity to exercise their
leaderrhip skills at Field 4. or is the program too structured to
permit much leadership practice?

Ample opportunity is given. Program is too structured.

40. Do equipment operators receive enough "hands-on time" at Field 4 to
feel comfortable with their responsibilities?

Tes No

41. Is there any training area which is not currently covered by the
established Prime BEEF training program which you feel should be
covered to better prepare you for your anticipated mission?

No T__es

If yes, please describe the area briefly.

42. What is the single biggest problem with Prime BEEF training as it
is currently conducted?

43. What is the most favorable aspect of Prime BEEF training as it
is currently conducted?

44. How would you change the current training you receive for your
specific war~ime tasking?

Thank you for answering this survey. Please return the survey in the
attached envelope.
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Appendix C: Selected Responses to Survey Questions 4.1

Through 44

Question 41: Is there Qnu training area which
is not currently covered by the estab-
lished Prime BEEF training progrnm which
Wou feel should be covered to better
prepare uou for Wour antitipated mission?
If Was, please describe the area briefly.

BASE DENIAL

-- Being in USAFE, base denial could come in handU.

-- Rapid evacuation of gour set up compound

COMMUNICATIONS TRAINING

-- Communications - radio procedures, field telephones,

field wire.

-- Communications security

-- Radio comm techniques. This is critical for command and
control but receives little emphasis.

TRAINING IN CONDITIONS AT ACTUAL DEPLOYMENT SITE

I feel we will be complimenting a CE squadron in
whatever theater we are sent. I think we should
practice at suppo-ting them instead of practicing bare
base or setting up. as a separate organization on base.
I think we should practice melting in with a "base" CE.

-- Training with equipment we would use in war -
revetments, foreign pumps, generators, meters, etc.

-- MOB and COB operations training.

-- Conditions in areas other than Europe!

-- Once the annual taskings are made, each CONUS team
should be given a general briefing on the conditions
anticipated in the theater to which they ore allocated.

is4
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Customs, language, etc. of the indiginous personnel at

primary deployment site.

Better knowledge of tentative actual deployment area.

Familiarization with existing wartime taskings.
Preplanning nnd coordination with host base and other
units deploying to that bass.

Knowledge of bass where deployed overseas.

OFFICER TRAINING

The Prime BEEF training at my base leaves officers
little opportunity . . . to practice the drills we were
introduced to in AFIT's course "Contingency
Engincering'. I admit that "realistic" training would
be very expensive, but how can we really learn to
function in a contingency environment unless we have a
chance to do so.

-- Team leader responsibilities.

More emphasis should be placed on our command and
control - increase officer training.

As an officer, I'm not sure what my duties would be on a
mission.

-- More emphasis should be placed an adequately preparing
officers for their duties/responsibilities on the PB
team.

To begin with, there is not a training program. The Air
Force is the only branch of the military that does not
have formcl training of their officers before the first
assignment. Recommend the AF start a combat engineering
tech school of send all of the AF civil engineering
officers to the Army Combat Engineering School.

IMPROUED RRR TRAINING

-- RRR AM2 is obsolete. Training must be conducted to
coincide with current technology.

-- Training involving the lighter types of matting (i.e.
fiberglass).

-- Proper training of RRR techniques other than AM-2
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matting.

-- Concrete slab RRR method.

-- They keep changing RRR criteria, but we do not hove the
equipment or the supplies to keep current.

-- RRR here in the States isn't as in-depth as overseas.

-- We should lou full patches instead of mini-patches. We
should start practicing the new RRR methods.

-- No timed multiple crater repair.

CONTINGENCY ENGINEERING

-- Contingency engineering - to include Base Recovery,

expedient methods, and base denial.

-- Expedient methods: POL pipeline repairs.

-- Site setup and planning for force beddown.

-- Expedient methods need to b& more strongly addressed -

problem solving for engineers.

-- Utility cutoff/restoration.

-- Tent erection, total camp setup from tent erection tr
beddown.

Civil engineers should be concerned with expedient
methods to provide various utilities to various
facilities, not security and weapons training.

Overseas utilities training to include electrical,
heating, water, mosonoru requirements, etc.

Facility repair on utility systems and structures is not
covered onywhere to mu knowledge.

Foreign utilities; how do we handle (expediently
repair) them?

-- Need to know how to do expedient repairs to all base
utility systems.

-- Speciality training should be incorporated to reflect
overseas uniqueness, i.e. German electrical power,
overseas mechanical equipment, etc.

-- Need more emphasis on the utility systems of Europe.
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WEAPONS / SECURITY TRAINING

-- Field combat - simple military basic training. Caring
for the wounded, "hitting the deck", throwing grenades,
hand-to-hand combat.

Prime BEEF teams need to be trained on a wider varietW
of weapons frr site sscurity and the prevention of an
snemW overrun.

More on security and reconnaissance.

Here theW provide aggressive securitW training when
in-fact we should be prccticing defensive securitU
training. Also, chemical warfare training is a force.
We should be training in chemical gear and actually
loaing triple R matting in this gear.

Defensive tactics in case the SP's are not there.

Air Base Ground Defense

Increased emphasis should be placed on maintenance and
operation of weapons, work partU security, and chemical
warfare.

-- Wm should have mandatorW phWsical training.

-- Combat tactics, with small arms and hand-to-hand
training.

Heovy weapons training. I feel we are vulnerable with
onlW light weapons.

-- Perimeter securitW.

-- Practical pistol shooting as opposed to qualification
shooting (or in addition to qualification shooting).

-- More hands-on training for security.

-- Security For the work party. No security is provided
when you are actually performing the RRR.

-- I'd like to see security training incorporated into the
program. Prime BEEF teams may bove to support their own
defense at times.

-- Handling of aggressor forces. Convoy protection.

-- Defensive training should get more attention.



Question 42: What is the single biggest
problem with Prime Beef trcining as it is
currently conducted?

TRAIN TOO OFTEN / SAME PEOPLE ALWAYS GET TRAINED

-- Whenever we hove Finid training or process through a
mobility line, the some people do it so some people get
little or no training.

-- All PB training should be conducted in one month and
completed and not drawn out through the entire year.

-- Whenever we hove an overnight bivouac, it's always the
some team that goes out, thus, only a Few are really
trained.

-- Too much in-house training above the required schedules.

-- Too much time spent on Prime BEEF training.

LACX OF REALISM

Difficult to achieve realism during field training; need
to get away from repeated training in familiar training
area, actually get on a plane a deploy to an unfamiliar
location.

Not realistic enough - need basewide exercises with
COPS, HOSP, RIBS, EOD, etc. participating.

I feel there is far too much simulation and not enough
real world situations.

Training is not made as realistic as possible. Too much
emphasis is put on keeping the cost down. The Chief of
Operations doesn't want to lose manhours out of his
production schedule.

-- Training needs to be more realistic and last into the

night. Wars are not conducted on Q730 to 1630 hours.

It's a paperwork game and not realistic training.

Too much emphasis is being placed on deploying
(outprocessing) and not nearly enough emphasis on what
we would do if we did deploy.

-- We are not training as we will deploy and fight.
Training is artificial.
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Our exercises are not in line with the flying ops. We
get very little support from the rest of the Wing. This
makes it very unrealistic.

Not real life. We simulate evprgthing: environment;
problems; bombing effects; etc.

NOT TAKEN SERIOUSLY

-- Support from the top.

-- We are more concerned about a team member being short
one pair of socks than whether he can really perform in
his specialty.

To non-chalant. This is a real situation, with real
ammunition, real death, etc. How can we sit back and
non-chalantly train for a job that will entail a
life-death situation?

-- Troop enthusiasm during exercises.

.. "Who carus" attitude of a large percentage of the
military.

-- It ts utilized as an inspection and clean-up detail or
to do menial work.

-- Too much horseplay during our security training by
instructors.

-- Not taken seriously enough by members and supervisors to
include the civilian work force.

No one, from the Wing Commander on down, pays any
attention. As a suggestion, the next time an ORI is
underway, close the runway for four hours and make PB
simulate repair. Then, we will maybe get some support.

Perception that it will never be used. Too many
training films. Low priority until a deployment
planned.

BCE's are too wrapped up in the daily requirements o.,'
the Base Commander to allow adequate training of the
troops. Base Commander's do not support BCE's when
training is required.

-- It must be instilled in everyone that RRR and Prime
BEEF is not a game. It is for reall
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By many people Prime BEEF is viewed as something that
gets in the way of the mission. We often give regular
work priority. Our officers don't hove much of a
background in mobility, which makes it more difPicult to
adequately train.

Prime BEEF training takes a "back seat" to all other
work. Civilian foreman and workers don't emphasize the
importance of Prime BEEF, nor do they understand it.

Low bass priority. At my base, it is more important to
cut the gross for a VIP visit than to train.

I feel very strongly on this issue. I work in DEE and
have 3 civilians in by chain of command before a
military person. They do not understand or appreciate
Prime BEEF training and work against it. The duties
needing to be performed are not alleviated at all when
we go to the field for a war week. The civilian
supervisors complain when Prime BEEF training is held.

TRAINING IS NOT SUFFICIENTLY IN-DEPTH

Training is not conducted often enough, and you're
rushed to absorb all of it.

Too much classroom training and not enough field
training. We spend more time on bag inventories,
personal item inventory, and practice just getting
through the processing line.

-- Not enough hands-on training.

-- Not long enough, and should be conducted at least once a
year.

-- Actual field time is limited. As a young officer, I
would like more time learning and experiencing command
and control of troops in a contingency environment.

-- Too short and needs more concentration an working in a
hostile environment.

-- Too much class and not enough hands-on.

-- You need to have some Prime BEEF training every month.

Too much is done just by Films. They show a l940's B8W
film and everybody starts laughing and then you don't
learn anything. The material in them is okay but you've
got to get them more current.
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SI don't believe enough time is spent with hands-on type
training. Most of the training we receive such as
chemical warfare, explosive ordnance reconnaissance,
military sanitation, and expedient methods is trained
through watching a film.

DISORGANIZED / POORLY TRAINED INSTRUCTORS

-- The Prime BEEF structure is continually rhanging, along
uith training requirements. This creates too much
confusion.

Waiting after being recalled.

-- Instructors should be more knowledgeable and better
trained.

-- Too many bosses. Not enough workers.

-- I feel that the instructors that conduct these classes/
should be sent to an instructor course. I find that
most instructors Just read from the manuals.

-- "Coordinction. Organization. Communication.

-- There is alot of wasted manhours waiting to deploy to a
training area, when Prime BEEF is on recall.

-- Poorli trained leaders (especially company grade
"officers). Most CE officers have no background in their
ireas of responsibility and are thrown in to sink or
swim. CE officers should have a directed duty assignment
to a 6 month CE intro course after commissioning.

Not enough adequate guidance to perform training.

-- Alot of chiefs that want it done their way rather than
0 accurding to authorized procedures.

Leadership and guidance outside and above CE. Lack of
ccmmunicntions and constant changing of directions from
CCU.

-- After going through the mcbilitW line, we have to wait
sometimes II to 3 hours before anything else happens.

Commanders of other squadrons must be made
knowledgeable of what Prime BEEF is and understand how
"it effects work on projects for their squadron.
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--- Ever changing progr3m. Increase/decrease the number in
PB program. No one Is sure how long they are on PB and
what is expected of them.

,-- Too many people telling everybody else how to do
something when they reallw don't have the experiece or
knowledge to be teaching it.

-- Training between the different commands and their
supplements to AFR 93-3.

The biggest problem is the wow Prime BEEF is organized.
I feel the sixtU man concept that civil engineering had
in the early 70's was a better conceived wow of
completing our wartime tasks.

LACX OF TRAINING TIME

-- Our heavy work load prevents good training sessions.

Civil Engineering is tasked to perform as a Janitorial
service for the entire base. Training cannot fit Into
the schedule because of the amount of work. (Of course,
we could work 7 dajs a week.)

-- Trying to break people away during weekdays for training
is like pulling teeth. Maony times the weekly schedule
takes priority over training.

-- Too much time spent on base beoautification projects
rather than training. Too much training time spent on
admin procedures.

Takes too much time away from itidividual '- work center.
With cutbacks in civilian personnel and no increase in
military personnel, training only sets the mission
'primary: further and further bahntf schedule.

* -- ¶Morole. The day-to-day job seems more important to the
troops and therefore this important training appears to
interrupt the daily flow.

-- It seems we are so busy with impcrtant proJects on base
that not enough time is available tc ccnduct adequate
Prime BEEF training.

-- Peacetime mission has to be OelaWed in order to conduct
Prime BEEF training.

1ow
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LACK OF EQUIPMENT

-- Home station RRR training does not provide for equipment
operation or crater filling and relies on an incomplete
mini-kit ror mat laying practice.

-- We have very severe vehicle equipment problems. Every
equipment operator and Prime BEEF member should be
qualified on heavW equipment. Our main shortcomings are
vehicle availability and enough qualified operators when
vehicles are available.

Training is done with old equipment or no eqLlipment.
Facilities don't exist at Field 4 to adequateaiW conduct
their training either. Also, we train oz n unit but
don't deploy as a unit.

-- Need Harvest Eagle kit and other equipment not eradilW
available.

-- Lack of operational equipment to train with, -.imarily
RRR mat, tents, and radios.

-- Limited space and equipmoint.

ACOITIONAL SELECTED COMMENIS

-- We need more training in base recovirW.

-- Lack of training on survival.

-- Prime BEEF is too wrapped up in "playing Army". Some
security training is necessary, however it is not the
wartime role of civil engineering personnel.

-- oordinaticn with other or;onlzatians on bose.

-- Lack of good runways to practice on.

-- Not enough TOY's to Florida.

-- Not enough people.

-- Bvcucc utilities generators, tent heaters, etc. need
more empýhcess.

-- Training personnel on Prime BEEF but not leing ceployed
"nywhere.

-- co much emp!hcsis =r RRR.
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-. Riot of separate training sessions going on at the some
time. Everuone should learn about everyone else's Job.

-- Too much time is devoted to how the uniform looks, and
not enough hands-on experience such as setting up tents,
sanitation, weapons, etc.

-, I believe there im too much emphasis on the chemical
"aspect, and not enough training on field conditions or
securitu. Also, there is too much wasted time. I think
each unit should hove their own chemical gear along with
their A & B bogs. Also need films on RRR besides the
AM-2 matting.

Lack of communication.

1
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Question k3: What is the most favorable aspect
of Prime BEEF training as it is currentlw
conducted?

"RRR TRAINING

.-- RRR training is very realistic and valuable.

-- Bomb damage repair.

-- Pavement and equipment operators are given a chance tu
practice their skills along with their CDC's ror upgrade
training.

Rapid runway repair is the area that receives the most
attention in training. We have an excellent training
area which is a concrete pad with enough area for a
complete mat and a 30 foot crater.

-- The actual hands-on RRR training.

SECURITY / WEAPONS TRAINING

S-- Combat arms.

-- The security training is about the best of all training
received.

-- The number cf ex-cops now in CE have contributed to a
good securitW training program.

TEA'UORK / ESPRIT DE CORPS

S-- Current training enhances a team concept and promotes a
cooperative attitude.

S-- Training by teams builds esprit doe ccrps - essential to
success in war.

-- It e3tabllshes teamwork within the squadron and
everg-bdL 'earns something every exercise we have.

S-- Opportunityj to perform as a team; demonstrate to -the
Base" that we have a wartime mission/capability; allow
.cppcrtunitu for leadership and supervision which is not
avacicble during d•a•4 SCE operation.

S-- Camaraderie - working together as a team.

I1
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People work together to form a team, not Just 0730 -t -- 1630.

CHEMICAL WARFARE TRAINING

-- I don't enjoU it but the wear of the chem gear.

-- Knowing that we have the equipment that con protect us
from dangerous chemicals.

-- Chemical warfare training because the boss DP personnel
stress your survival.

MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT

-- Watching the total concept come together as a whole.

Seeing the end result.

-- It keeps us aware of whu we ore reollw here.

S-- It's a reminder that we maw hove to deploy somedau.
While this does not provide adequate training, it helps
mentally prepare Individuals in case of a deployment.

-- Prime BEEF members are par of the wartime mission of
the Air Forcu.

-- It reminds us whw there is a military CE organization.

-- We've come o long wao in the post two wears. With
continuing emphasis and equipment we should make great
strides in the next five wears.

LEADERSHIP / SUPERVISION

- - The CcntingencW Engineering courso at Wright-Patterson
AFB.

The officers of the squadron get to work with the
airmen. Normollw, most officers never ha:ie anw dealings
with the airmen. It's a refreshing change.

The Prime BEEF manager and oeficer are veru well trained
and motivated. They work vert,, hard to produce excellent
results, but theu need more personnel.

Good leadership opportunities during deployments. Young
officers ae given ample oppcrtunitU to develop their
leadership skills. Also, the readiness personnel are
dedicated and skilled in their field. Our overall
program is &xcellent.
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-- Current training receives a high level of support From
all areas of the squadron. It's importance is
recognized and not slighted. Monthly "Prime BEEF" daysp encourage team cohesiveness and mission awareness.

TRAINING BY AFESC AT FIELD L

S-- Field 4 at Eglin providing hands-on experience.

I! -- The instructors at Field 4 are highly dedicated and do
an excellent job in motivating the personnel into
wanting to learn the training.

I feel the training at Field L is the best. I believe
4 once a Wear would benefit the whole squadron more.

Training conducted at Field L is structured to be
interesting, inFormative, and time Filling. It gives us
a good hreak From day to day work routine.

-- Going down to Eglin. Gives you the chance to actually
use the skills you've been training on at home base.

-- At Eglin, the most Favorable aspect is the structured
method of training. Our personnel also get an idea of
how they measure up against others.

BREAK IN THE ROUTINE

-- Chance to leave the home bass occasionally.

S-- It is a break From base support. Civil Engineering
support is a mad house and any break is welcomed.

FIELD TRAINING / HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE

-- Deployments (hands-on experience).

-- The realistic Field training and MILES system.

- - The Field training exercises give our personnel the
opportunity to get hands-on experience.

-- Field training - it gives the younger people an idea of
what to expect if they were to deploy.

-- Nobody likes war - but being able to support oneself in
the Field and survive makes all the training enjoyable.
However, I Feel that processing times are slow.
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It makes people realize that the training situation

could be an actual one.

Realism.

It allows the team to practice its wartime commitment
without interference of real world problems of home
base.

Basic usage of tents, lighting, heaters, portable
generators is good.

Er'cting tents and mat laying.

It enables me to acquire general knowledge of other
specialty tasks that I may have to do in the field.

It gives personnel enough knowledge (with care and
thought) to possibly survive a wartime field situation.

Learning the different expedient methods in the
structural field.

-- The field training with realistic chemical warfare,
triple R, and expedient methods.

-- The large training area.

-- Most of the time the field training is pretty
realistic.

It provides people the opportunity to live under
ousters conditions and allows people to experience the
confusion that may occur. It affords them the
opportunity to be creative and use their ingenuity. In
some cases allows them to opply, in practical terms,
some things that are learned in the classroom.

The readiness officer at mu bass has done much to
improve our training. Particularly, he switched the
emphasis from lectures in a classroom to a hands-on
approach in the fie~d. The training is much more
meaningful than it used to be.
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Question 44: How would Wou change the current
training you receive for your specific
wartime tasking?

MORE FIELD TRAINING / MORE TIME DEUOTED TO PRIME BEEF

-- I would conduct the training at least twice annually.

-- More expedient methods training. RRR is necessary, but
someone needs to be able to rebuild a base or build one
from scratch.

Increase the amount of training dealing with tasks we
will be performing when we get there, rather than
stressing the recall, reporting, and deployment
processing riocedures.

-- A higher priority for time, training, and equipment at
this base.

Have all Prime BEEF training conducted at Field 4. This
way everyone would receive the same training and the
training would be done right.

I would have extended bivouacs so that personnel would
have more time to adjust to different chains of command
encountered in the field. During one week decloyments,
time doesn't allow for the leadership structure to
develop.

-- Conduct monthly training sessions instead of qjarterly.

-- I wouldn't change anything. I would like to practice
more.

-- Deploy teams overseas and let them work with their
counterparts in field conditions.

I'd put more emphasis on expedient methods, and allow a
lot more time for training. Presently, we have 3 days
for an exercise. I honestly believe it should be a
minimum of 5 or 7 days.

-- Conduct more field training and less classroom

training.

-- More in-depth and more often.

-- Have more hands-on with only one instructor and smaller
groups of people so everyone can get their hands on the
equipment.
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MAKE IT MORE REALISTIC

-- Get more involved in wartime training and stop worrying
about how many pair of underwear, we have in our mobility
bag.

Incorporate CE taskings realistically into Wing exercise
scenarios. Too many simulations by the Wing, especially
on the flight line.

More realistic truining under chemical conditions;
actual exposure to some chemical agents.

Place more training on Bare Base support of Prime BEEF
team members and less on speed and competition of Rapid
Runway Repair training. Because without proper support
of all craftsmer on a deployment, RRR won't be
effectivelW accomplished with much success.

The thing which helps the most is realism. Let's get a
few exercises for everyone and actually practice this so
called wartime tasking.

Once every other Wear - put us on a plans - not
pro-known to the PB Manager. Surprise us and allow us
to make "honest" mistokes in mobility. Develop an
actual runway in the Western U.S. deserts and send teams
there to actually work a runwaW/facilities actually
bombed by TAC. Good practice for TAC, good realism for
Prime BEEF.

We are a dual-based TAC fighter wing but CE never goes
to deployments in Europe. We should be part of the
team!

TRAIN IN OTHER SPECIALTIES

-- We should be trained to do one Job in addition to our
own.

-- Every PB member would be trained on every requirement
within Prime BEEF. Also, all members would learn to
cook.

-- Develop some type of formal training or guidance for an
OIC in the field before placing them in an actual
situation.

-- Send all personnel that work in Readiness to some kind
of tech school to teach them what to teach and to what
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extent to teach it.

Rotate individuals through different jobs to get a broad
knowledge of all activities, rather than picking a
select few which become involved in all exercises.

More specialized training in the specific and related
AFSC's. How many interior electricians know how to hook
up airfield lighting and how many exterior electricians
know how to hook up a generator?

MORE REALISTIC RRR TRAINING

-- We need to actually Fill a crater rather than just
simulating it.

-- Expand RRR training to include new methods and practice
for the equipment operators.

-- RRR needs inore emphasis. It would be nice if we had a
full patch.

MORE TOTAL BASE INUOLUEMENT IN EXERCISES

The training we have set up in CE is excellent. However,
it is not coordinated with the Wing. We have airfield
attacks and the Wing Commander is never present to meet
the damage assessment teams. Our scenarios are not tied
in with the Wing. This is not our squadron's fault but
that of the Wing exercise team.

-- Make certain troaning goals mandatory and brief their
status at Wing and AFG standups to get better command
support.

-- I would like to see a brood program that would include
all base agencies as opposed to one unit training in
Vacuum.

MORE EMPHASIS ON SURUIUAL / WEAPONS TRAINING

Place a greater emphasis on wartime skills: security;
chem warfare; etc. instead of using the deployments to
do work on crafts in which many people are already
skilled.

-- More emphasis is required on survival and combat
training, not to mention chem warfare training. Got to
survive to do our job.
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Include survival training at Fairchild AFE. Place more
emphasis on small arms training. Place more emphasis on
security (convoy, base, personal).

I believe security training needs to be emphasized more.
Under certain taskings, there may not be adequate
security available to protect Prime BEEF personnel (i.e.
bore bas3 in SWA). Additionally, "limited" wars would
preser a significant problem for Prime BEEF personnel.

MAKE PROPER EQUIPMENT MORE AUAILABLE

-- Provide more training on the Harvest Bare equipment at
Holloman AFB, N.M.

Certain training requirements ore simulated due to lock
of materials. Suggest that greater emphasis be turned
to this area so in the future all areas of training are
adequately provided.

-- Get the equipment needed to accomplish a realistic field
exercise.

-- As a mechanical engineer, teach me about tent heaters,
Harvest Bare Refrigerators, etc.

-- Teach foreign systems as well as U.S.

-- Instead of movies, more hands-on equipment training.

Each bases have different ways of doing things. I think
the Air Force should have a standard way of doing things
as far as construction, latrines, showers, hardback
tents, etc. This way, when transfered, the younger
people will know what's expected.

-- More time to operate ecuipment for my individual
speciality such as the erdlator and reverse osmosis
field water units. Minimum of three days each unit.

I wculd like to see each base have a mini airfield
lighting kit for the electrical team.

-- At my prosant duty station, we do nct have tt a proper
equipment or training to practice our wartime skills.

SELECTED ADDITIONAL RESPONSES

-- Include training that will benefit home station - use
the training hours more productively.
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Reduce the excess log ti' 4tteen when we are reqLired
tr report and assemblw cc ':time. It is killing
morale. Addditionally, nf exercises is
killing my schedule of .E

Increase the opportunity for sustained command and
control under high stress er ironments.

Putting more on the work we must do and leeving the
defensive training to the SP's. Leave police work to
the police!

Have more cham wnrfere training.

Have a center set up to train you in your specialty,
eway from your home bese, semiennuelly. This would give
you en update on new systems to be used if deployed.

Prime BEEF teem structure is lacking in Chain of
Commend. Team integrity is nil with the new 3-men teem
concept. We've developed 18 man flights for in-house
purposes but realize that those flights will be split in
war.

I would try to leern more ebout the actual locetions we
will be deploying to, in terms of evailable essets,
topography, primarU mission, bese layout, etc. With
this information, I'd be able to structure my Fi3ld
training exercises to achieve more realism and
concentrate on specific areas characteristic oF those
particular bases.

Requires organizing CE like toe Army. The civilians
become the Facilities engineers. Military become the
combat engineers.

Cycle all CE personnel into a Red Horse squadron.
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